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OH, YOU DIRTY BOY!

T OF COMPTROLLER

MIDGE

OF TOE CURRENCY WAS
IE

PUBLIC ONLY

par year.
Th Evening CltUten, In Advance,
Delivered by Carriers, 60 cent par month.
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THEPACKERS

Must Pay For Inspection and To Monday to Accommodate
Counsel In Preparing Ao-tlo- n
Put Date of Canning
on Label.
For New Trial.

An Exhaustive But Somewhat Mistify-in- g
Document of Many Figures Showing General Prosperity.
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AGGREGATES

MONETARY

100

BIG

TO

BE

GRASPED

PUT F0RNEXT

Comptroller Ridgley Favors a More Elastic System of Currency, as He Has Done Since 1902. and
Outlines His Plans.
Special to Tho Evening Citizen:
WaFBiagton. D. C, Dec. 6. The report of the comptroller of the cur
Tenoy, VT B. Ridgley, was made pubIt is an exhaustive
lic today.
treaties of difficult, understanding to
the ordinary reader, upon whom the
thlrty-eictpages, mostly of figures,
make but a dim anar1. uncertain lml
pressica. This much is clear:
an
comptroller
advocates
Tho
"elastic" currency, which he thinks
can he secured by certain Items of
currency reform, which he advocated
in hit report Decemlier 1. 1902.
Thirteen pages of the report are
given to a discussion of this mattei.
From other parts of the report tiie
following statistic! have beeu gathered :
There has been an increase in
banks from November 9. 1905. to September 4, 190(i. from 5.833 to 6.137,
and t"hat loans and discounts,
over 60 per cent of the
luniks' aggregate resources, steadily
increased from $4,016,735,497 99 on
November 9, 1905, to $4,298,983,310.1 1,
on September 4 190ti. The aggregate
resources were $8,016,021,060 on
4.
of tht
Over
resources of the banks are in loans,
lionds, securities, etc., and lawful
money, the loana amounting to
United States. bonds on
deposit to secure circulation, $5!V
036,980; government loans, $97,171,
580. and held in bank, $7,588,150;
other bonds and securities, $701,240,-755- ;
specie, $464,437,290; legal tender
notes, $101,575,120. . The paid in capital tstock Is shown to be $S35,06G,-79surplus, $490,24.134; other undivided profits, $180,569,857; clrculat- ht

Sop-teml- !r

three-fourth-

s

6;

ANGRY NATURE CAUSES
BIG DAMAGE

TO

1

Washington, P. C, Dec. 6. Senator
Beveridge introduced a bill today to
amend the meat inspection act by re
quiring that the cost of Inspection
shall le paid by the packers. An
other amendment requles lhat tho
date of Inspection and packing or
canning shall be placed on each pack-

$107,831,813.

Since August 25, 1905, the date of
the corresponding call, Increases have
occurred as follows: Loans and dls
counts. $300,474,163; ' United States
bonds. $77,315,040; capital stock. $35.- 196,567; surplus and other profits,
outstanding,
$50.251,023 ; circulation
$48,984,722: Individual deposits.
The amount of specie ami
legal tender notes held on September
4, 1906, was $39,540,889 less than on
August 25, 1905, and the amount due
to other banks and bankers was lesa
to the extent of $35,876,120. The nO
stracts further show that from No
vember 9, 1905, there was a gradual
Increase In the volume of loans from

Currency Hearing on Tuesday,
The house committee on banking
and currency today decided that It
will hold hearings on elastic currency
beginning Tuesday, Dec. 11.
Secre
tary Shaw, tho comptroller of the
currency, representatives
of Amer
ican Bankers' association and other
persons Interested in the proposed
change in the curency will be heard.

$379.-256.59-

$4,016,735,497

to

$4,298,938,316

$0.71 In 1906.

on

lip

1

house on Saturday morning.
Sheriff
Carlos Baca, who made the arrest 111
the case of Harris, boarded the westbound flyer this afternoon and It ;s
thought that hij destination is Tnoi-eatho place where the ZunI Mountain railway joins the Santa Fe.
It
lg fifteen miles from
10
Thoreau
place.
The
where the sljoptlng took
place where the shooting .tpcrurred.
as well as PaiUlla's w reited ' sal'ion,
are In sight of the Zunl Mountain
railway.
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PAD1LLA

Virgil Harris, a Log Hauler.
Is Thought to Be

The average authorized capital of
the Alan.
the 6,225 national banks in operation
October 31. 1906, was 135,895 fta
UNITED STATES COPPER
against an average of $170,000 for tho
OUTPUT RECORD BREAKER.
MANY
14
WARRANTS ARE ISSUED
3.617 banks in existence on March
Washington, IVc. 6. The copper
1900. This reduction is the result of
output In the United States this year
the organization of 2,062 national
is the largest on record.
Notwithbanks under authority of the act of Authorities Believe That Four standing strikes or scarcity of labor,
March 14, 1900, the minimum capl
tho output has Increased by no less
Men Had Mark on Saloon
tal authorized being $25,000. but the
than 11.4 per cent. Montana easily
average was approximately $26,000
leads the list with 360,ikii).io0 pounds,
Keeper.
The average capital of the 1,095
Arizona being a good socond with
banks organized under the act of
287,000,000; Michigan following with
1S64. but since March 14, 1900, was
221.288.00o, then comes
Utah and
Tuesday morning early John
$115,722, making an average for tho
The year's output totals
erstwhile superintendent of log- California.
3,157 banks Incorporated from March
1,021,000,000 pounds compared
witi.
14. 1900, to October 31, 1906. cf $37.-48- ging for the American Lumber com- 913,643,065 for 1905.
The Mexican
pany, was arrested on the charge of production this year amounts to
Reliable authorities place the num- being an accomplice in an attempt
and the Canadian 50,0l,ooo.. .
ber of banks and bankers iu the made upon the life of Joe Padilla, a
United Ststes and Island possessions, saloonkeeper.
Tho shooting
exclusive of national banks, at 15,343. place in tho Zimi mountains, in took
TWO
reortg
pertaining
to vicinity of the logging camps of the
Of this number,
the
11.852 banks have 4een received and company.
tabulated, being 1,110 more than In
Yesterday Virgil Harris, a log
OF
1905.
The aggregate resources of hauler for the
American
Lumber
these banks amouni to $10,363,350,846, company,
was arrested, charged with
being an increase of approximately
and warrants
$773,000,000 over the previous year. the actual shooting,
Waahngton, I). C, Dec. 6. Nearly
The returns Include 8.862 commercial have been Issued for several other
banks, 742 loan and trust companies employes of the company, charging 1,000 delegates In Washington re in
attendance at today's session of the
nnd 1,319 savings banks (of which them with complicity In the case.
Harris was arrested at Ketner by oe2lng of the National Rivers and
678 were of the mutual class that is,
Sheriff
Carlos
ISaca.
Valencia
of
Harbors congress. Sxaker Cannon
without capital stock) and 929 private
county, and turned over to Deputy and Hepresentatie Burton, chairman
banks and backers.
The capital stock of the state banks Sheriff Montoya, of Bernalillo couuty, of the house committee on rivers
among
harbors,
were
is $421,845,70.".;
individual deposits, and brought here this morning on and
the
o," the convenThe obji-c-$2,741,464,159; surplus and undivided train No. 2 and lodged in the county speakers.
poor
jail.
agBeing
man,
tion is to obtain an annual appropriahe was
profits, $251,114,808. The loans
to to furnish bonds In the sum of tion of 50,000,000 from congress for
gregate $2,272,959,644;
investments
$5,000
to secure his release.
lie systematic work In improvements of
iu stocks, !onds and other securities,
ciime to New Mexico recently from national waterways.
Representative
$412,966,794; pud total resources
Rausdell of Louisiana, who made a
The resources of Fair- Texas.
A reporter called at the sheriff
tour of twenty thousand iniles around
banks reporting iu 1905 aggregate
a gain la office during the day to secure per- the country In behalf of the movement
thus
1906 of $486,138,939.
mission to talk to Harris and give will report to the convention that he
him a chance to make a defense for has found sentiment to bo strongly
AMERICAN TO PLAN
his arrest In the eyes of the public, I lu favor of vigorous prosecution of
GREAT FRENCH TUNNEL. but was refused admission to the jail. j waterways Improvement as a remedy
New York. Dc. 6. Charles Jacobs, Harris Is a small man, probably 35 for "wholly Inadequate transportation
faculties tow afforded by tho railthe well known engineer sailed from years of age.
Though the authorities, the mount- roads."
here today for Paris, where he has
been engaged to prepare plans for ed police and officers from the sher
Big Day for Reclamation Congress.
the French government for a tunuel iff s' offices of Valencia and Bernalillo
Oklahoma City, Dec. 6. This has
secretly
working
to he built under the Seine river counties have been
a busy day for lae delegates to
leen
past
on
several the National Drainage
the case for the
from Rouen to Harve. The proposed
and Reclamatunnel will have two railroad tracks weeks and have until now kept their tion coneress. Addresseg were delivwill be about a mile in length aud movements concealed, It 'leaked out ered including one from A. L. Fellows,
will cost $13,000,000. Mr Jacobs is today that they have discovered that slate drainage esglner for North
11. Hodgeson, Washington, D. C.
the designer of the Pennsylvania rail- a well defined plot had been laid to
road tunnels under the North aud murder Padilla by .parties tinknown, topgrapher of the United Statts
f Ilodawilodaw or
lOast rivers, in this city
and will aculousaaaaause
K.re and entrtneep jn charge
short of t'f the Oklahoma and Texas reclamamodel the Seine tunnel on their pat-cr- and that It U nothing
miraculous that the saloonkeeper es- tion oiiv; c. u. tulott, Washington,
caped with a shot In the leg Instead D. C, deiwrtment of agriculture, and
Besides tho evi- others.
of being killed.
NEW WOOD VULCANISING
PROCESS A SUCCESS. dence the authorities have that Bel
kuap toUl Padilla 4tore the shooting
Kla., Dec. 6. It Is
Jacks
.
shot, they believe
claimed that ihe new process cf vul- that, he would le
that foui TEKAS AGAIN TRIES TO
canizing wo. .j materially prolongs L that they have information woods
belife and that its tensible strengih is men were stationed in the
where Padilla left the railroad
Increased by more than 25 per cent tween talked
to Belknap
for
and
STEAL NEW MEXICO
while the weight is reduced by about and
saloon, and that each of
.
It Is also claimed that the wrecked
to shoot the
weight resisting power Is Increased them had instructions
saloonkeeper on sight.
Four men
from 30 to 40 per cent, and as the were
given
killing
Padilla, Sixxial to The Evenine Citlon
tho Job of
process does away with all kilns and
I
Washington, D. C, Dec. 6. Delethe necesslly of maintaining large because he might go to the wrecked
different routes, gate Andrews today succeeded in hav
plants. It will revolutionise the south- saloon by severalwould-bmurderers ing the bill for adding a part of New
ern lumber Industry. Companies are and each of the
Pa- Mexb-to watch.
to Texas, pioed over to Monbeing organized here for vulcanizing had a different path
dilla, t'ti'ordlns to the story, took tne day next.
lumber.
rou e along which Harris wai secretA Utter from the commissioner of
ed, and that he was not killed was Indian affairs was Introduced, enclosINDIA HAS LARGE COTing a 4111 for the allottment of the
the fault of the marksman.
TON CROP THIS SEASON.
Other developments are expected Jiririlla Indian lands, and the sale of
London. Dec. C. Report from Cal- momentarily.
More warrants have their timber; also for tho allottment
cutta and Burma tell of an extreme- bten issued for persons suspected of of the Moqui Indian lands.
ly good season's cotton crop. The liug implicated iu the case and a
The vice presidtnt pretented the
area under cultivation is 1S7.582 acres large number of subpoenaes have action of the Iona Ana Water Users'
and everything has been favorable to been
for witnesses to testiry assocation regarding tho treaty for
Belthe crop this season. The output
In the preliminary hearing of
the dlvUlon of the Mored waters of
exeted to be a record one.
knap, which will be held at tho court thn Rio Grande.
Bel-kna-

Explosion at Lynn. Mass..
stroys Much Property and
Injures Several.

HliOEET- -

CLIFTON. ARIZ.. WILL NOT
BE REBUILT SAME PLACE
Mum., Dec. 6. The boilers of
P. J. Harney Shoe- - Manufacturing
rompany of this city blew up today,

the

Injuring several persons and causing
hoavy financial loss. The explosion,
besides ftbsiterlng the big four-storfactory of
the Harney company,
wreokod. several buildings nearby. Fire
broke out and the flames swept over
two acres of the West Lynn district,
ruining t.lu premises of more than a
half dozen large business firms, mostly shoe manufacturers, and destroying
twelve dwellings, principally occupied
Hy colored, people.
Including the Harney, tht fl rails damaged were Tuft &
Friedman's shoe company; H. 1'. Hood
creamery; iioston and Maine Wist
Lynn rulLroad station, Jacobs' I.eatuer
Stock oomixuiy, and the M. J. Worthy
Shoe company. At 9 o'clock the police Teported that apparently no .persona bad been killed, but up to that
time, niuo
had been takea to
the hospital. Hy in o'clock the fire
wan undT control, with a financial
l.ss estimated at $450,000.
Ooeratives Not at Work.
A boiler explosion In the four-storfactory of the H. .1. Harney Shoe company et West Lynn today destroyed
tho factory, Jnd started a fire which
sweirt, over several acres, burning
.'hreo other factory buildings, the Itos-ro& Maine railroad station and a
uumber of small dwellings, besides
causing la jury to eleven persons, none
tatally. Ttist there was no loss of life
Is attributed to the fact that the
occurred Just before thn line
tor the factory operatives to begin
y

s

n

work.

REPORTS ARE
OREADFUL IN EXTREME
Sobnonvil!e, Ariz., lec. 6. Additional up. late details from the Clifton floiil disaster indicate a most deplorably condition among the inhabitant End a tremendous loss of proper. I'rai.TiOilly every building in tho
town in damaged hnd many were
iwept entirely s'way. The flood came
In without warning. Two men were
swept through the streets and saved
themselves l y catching the awning of
a store and breaking through a ( late
glaw front. Numerous other narrow
eacp are. reported, k is feared tha
many ia the Mexican quarter were
drowned. No accurate estimate of the
dajnage oe U ostble yet, but it
will ran into hundreds of thousands.
It Is txiiHvt-- that the town will nevej-bas
rebuilt n the same
this U It- - fourth Hoed In. three years.
CLIFTON

.

ua-abl- e

11

I

geo-lr"tf-
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PROSECUTING ATTORNEY

TUESDAY

Japan Is Delighted at the Presi But Heard Verdict of Jury With
Unmoved Stoicism and Unbrokdents Message as Regards
Her People Here.
en Calmness of Manner.

lng notes outstanding,
$517,964,511
$4,199,938,310
Individual deposits.
United States deposits and deposits
of United States disbursing officers,

September 4, 1906.
The total Increase of deposits from
Novemler 9, 1905, to September 4,
1906, was approximately $210,400,000
The ratio of capital to Individual de
posits in 1896 was as $1 to $2.46; In
1905, $1 to $1.78; In 1906, $1 to $5.03,
and, including with capital, surplus
and other undivided profits, the
ratios were in 1896, 1 to $1.62; 1905,
$1 to $2.66; 1906, $1 to $2.77.
The
psoportkm of capital to aggregate
decreased
resources has gradually
from $1 to $5.03 in 1896 to $1 to $9.60
in 190G. The relation of specie and
legal tender note to individual de
posits varied from $1 to $a.!3 in ls.io
to $1 to $5.74 In 1905 aud to $1 to

WEPT UNDER SPEECH DF

CRIME CALENDAR
VERY

LARGE

Subsidy Bill Changed.
Modification of the Oalllnger ship
subsidy bill was suggested by Chair
man Grosvenor ati today's meeting of
the committee of the merchant ma
The committer
rlne and fisheries.
expressed willingness to strike out
subsidies for the transAtlantlc steam
hip lines, thus confining government
aid to oriental and South Amerlcau
lines. No vote was taken today,
Littlefield Favors Pilots.
Representative Llttlefleld's bill to
remove discrimination against Ameri
can sailing vessels in the coast trade,
commonly known as the pilotage
bill, was the special order for the
house today. Four hours will be con
sumed in the debate.

STILL
AS

USUAL

Herkimer.

R Gillette,

N. Y.. Dec. 6. Chester
who was found guilty of

killing his victim, Grace Brown, was
not sentenced today. At the appointed hour he was taken into court, but
his counsel hnd been unable to prepare a motion for a new trial, whica
they desired to enter before sentence
was passed.
On this showing tho
court postponed proceedings
until

next

Monday.

The Jury in the case, after being
out five hours, returned a verdict of
guilty o! aiurd'T In the first degree,
Tuesday night.
Gillette sat motionless In his chair
as the jury was polled, and when the
twelfth man responded, the stolid indifference or studied ecmpefure of
the boy was exhibited as never before. Leaning over a table near by.
he drew toward him a bit of white
paper and, taking a pencil from hi
pocket, wrote this message:
"Father I am convicted.
"CHESTKR."
This was one of the earliest dispatches carrying the rows of Gillette's doom beyond the walls of the
court house. It was sent to his father
In Denver.
' One Juror lield out
for acquittal
until the sixth ballot.
District. Attorney Ward, in closing his summing
up of the case, described Gillette- life in Cortland as outwardly correct,
uui actually iiiHiiui, sa eiufwu vy iu"
wroug he admitted he had done
"
r
Grace Brown.
d
"Gillette." Ward
t

-

said,-"wante-

Robber Fells Lady Operator.
Ransacks Money Drawer

and Escapes.
ALBERT PATRICK HAS
APPEAL ED FOR MERCY
Kansas City. Dec. 6. A robber
early this morning struck over the
head Miss Zona Heckart, night oper
ator at Desola, Kansas, southwest of
here, on the Santa Fe, with a wagon
spoke, robbed the depot money
drawer and escaped. Miss Heckart
wa.i found later unconscious in liie
depot. She describes her aasaiiant
as a white man about 25 years of
age.

THIRD

MEMBER OF SAME
BANK SENT TO PEN.
Chicago, Dec. 6. Hagbart Oregon
sono, formely the exchange teller of
the Milwaukee avenue
bank, of
which Paul O. Stensland was presi-- .

STATE RIGHTS ARE Ta
8TRONG FOR PRESIDENT.
Chicago, Dec. 6. A dispatch to th
Tribune from Washington Bays:
Viscount Aokl, Japanese ambassador, went to the white house yesterday on lnvltataion of President Roosevelt. They discussed the proposition
to negotiate an entirely new treaty,
especially recognizing the right of
each country to exclude the laboreis
of the other. Such provision so far
as the Japanese are concerned, is m
the present treaty, but both the
president nnd the ambnssador thought
it would satisfy the pride of tho Japanese If their rights to treat Americans as Americans treat them shall
He also thought
recognlaed.
be
that such u treaty would please the
people of California, and show them
that the president is prepared to go
to tho extent of excluding coolie Japanese if it should become necessary.
It was said yesterday that Secretary
Root, under the direction
of the
president, Is actually engaged In ne
gotlating a new treaty with Japan,
which will specifically grant the Japanese the same rights of public
European
schools as are granted
aliens.
The senate would kill such
a treaty, as the present sentiment Indicates that not 10 per cent of tie
republicans nor none of the democrats would vote for a treaty which
in any way attempted to limit the
rights of a municipality or state to
manage its own school affairs.

dent, today pleaded guilty to embe-zlement of funds of the bank and was
given an indeterminate sentence in
Gregorson Is the
the penitentiary.
third official of the bank sent to
prison. He said today that he took
the money to help a young woman
establish a business us a "beauty JAPAN PAPERS ARE
ALTOGETHER TOO PREVIOU8.
doctor."
Toklo, Dec. 6. Most of tho papers
here highly eulogize President RoosePATRICK THROWS SELF ON
GOVERNOR'S MERCY. velt's attitude toward the Japunese,
The
New' York, Dec. 6.
It wa stated as expressed In his message.
here last night that Albert T. Patrick, Asahl says: "By his firm attltutde,
who is under sentence cf death lu prompted by lofty sense of Justice,
Sing Slug for the murder of Wm. H. President Roosevelt has added new
Rice, a Texas capitalist, had secret- luster to his already great fame. It
ly prepared an application to Gov. Is hoped that the true Americans wlii
ernor Hlgglns for pardon. According unite in support of his righteous policy."
to report Patrick turned from his
The Haclil praises Roosevelt's attiof absolute refusal to seek
mercy only after tho pleading by hU tude as Just and Impartial, and Is rewife and other relatives.
Patrick joiced to find it in perfect accord with
himself is said to have drawn up the the views of the Japanese governapplication, which analyses the entire ment.
The JIJ1 is grateful that Roosevelt
case.
has expressed exactly what the Japanese would say.
THAW'S TRIAL PUT OFF
The press Is almost unanimous In
TILL MARCH OR APRIL.
New York. Doe. 6. Tho trial of confidently expressing a satisfactory
Harry K. Thaw for the murder of solu'ion of the San Francisco comStanford White, architect, will not plications.
begin until March or April of next 6ALTON SEA FARMERS
year, unless District Attorney Jerome
PUT IN THEIR CLAIMS.
consents to
his court calSan Francisco, Doc. 6. A large
endars. This was the announcement number of farmers In the Imperial
made at tho district attorney's office valley whose meadows were flooded
today. After notice served on Jerome by tho Colorado river us it fewept ou
by Thaw's counsel that a motion its course towards the now defunct
would be made for tho appointment Salton sea have taken action against
of a commission to take testimony the Mexican government and claims
outside of the state. Jerome, in an- to the extent of $i50,(M)0 have been
ticipation of the motion being grant- lodged. The claims, which aro being
ed, arranged his calendar and has considered
today by tho United
his lists made out for the first two Suites consul at Mexico, are based on
and part of the third month.
the alleged carelessness of the Mexican government in not making due
ART ASSOCIATION OF
inspection of the Colorado river on
CAROLINA EXHIBITION. Mexican soil.
Charleston. S. C, Dec. 6. The annual exhibition of the Carolina Art GERMANY TO HAVE
ENORMOUS CAPITAL.
association was opened today. It InBerlin, Dec. 6. Burgomaster Kirsh-ne- r
cludes all brandies of art done b
today informed the minister of
persons in the ttate and makes an
imposing and highly creditable show. the Interior, Dr. Von Uethmaun Hull-wethat the plan for incorporating
There are paiutings in oil, water
colors, pastels, wood carving, model- the suburbs of Berlin with the city
ing in clay and metal, photography, proper had mot with the approval of
lace embroidery, china, e'.c. The ex the cltizons. When the plait Is comhildts this year show a great improve- pleted Berlin will have a population
ment on those of the preceeding year. of 3,500,00".
1

never IntcadutL" nvw JJr J iuomeot.
to take Gracti Bown anywhere except to her death.
He concocted
plaa to rid himself of her, one far
less reprehensible than his first to rob
her of virtue. The girl received ' her
death blow, I am sure, whh a grateful
heart, out there In the woods."
courageous
clever,
"The cool,
scoundrel," the prosecutor declared,
"said upon the stand that he asked
Grace Brpwn to go with him Decoration day. He lied. He wa3 off with
the girl to Skaneateles lake that, day.
A man can 4e drilled into a long story
to cover guilt, but the lie will come
out."
Mr. Ward described Gillette as aa
unmitigated coward.
The prosecutor s address was in
tense wuu ieeung. as ne reaa uib
letters of Grace Brown and pointed
out the sentiments that she expressed; that the writer was a girl of
pure thoughts, and in the same
breath referred to the defendant as a
rat, Gillette broke into tears and it
was some time before be was able to
regain his composure.
GOVERNMENT
PURCHA8ES MANUSCRIPT.
lxndon. Dec. 6. The. government
has purchased for the British museum
a manuscript of the Pentateuch written about the year 1000 B. C. It
was purchased from four Samaritans
who are the last of the race and
very poor. The manuscript Is one of
the two which were especially venThe Becond
erated at Jerusalem.
manuscript is a transcript of the
priceless master roll and is enclosed
In a mal case Inlaid with sliver
and gold, which is 900 years old. It
Is ornamented with two brass objects
similarly to those traditionally decorating the art of tho covenant. 125,-00has been given the Sainari'ans
for tho relic.
ENGLISH

0

BADLY WANTED IN THE SOUTH.
New Orleans. Dec. 6. A wrious
condition of affairs exists in all th
LABORERS

cotton mills In the southern states
owing to tho great, scarcity of laborers. In Virginia and Texas notwithIn
all
standing Increases
round
wages It is estimated that not over
sixty per cent of the mills Rre running to their full capacity. All thn
manufacturers have orders for good
more than they can execute, yet lu
some mills cobwebs and dust are in
evidence owing to the lack of lalsr.
NEW

TRiOiUllIT
CONSUfMIRE

DAY

Arguments for a new trial consumed the entire day ia tho district court.
Attorney ChiUlers appov-lor live
Washington Mine compauj and Attorney Fergusson looked att.-- r tU-of Henry I.ocUbart. ilio plaintiff. Arguments were hmird before
Judge Abbott in chambers.
At 3
o'clock this afternoon Judge Abbot$
had arrived at no conclusion about
tho disputed roluts, which, were 'u- tlrely of a technical nature.
Tii case, which hA bocotmt a
classic in the annals of the New Mex
ico tar, win go to the supreme court,
the determination of the district ourt
that the plaintiff. Henrv Ickhart has
equitable rights in. the mining proper-- .
t
iu nilgai ion, ijeing tne ground or
tho api'eai.

,

W
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PAGE TWO.

J

AIBUQUERQUE

BUNCH

LAND

OFFICE

GRANTED
Licenses to Practice In New
Mexico-Co- al
Lands
Contest Case.
The following posrmnsters
have
been appointed:
William F. Thoman to bo postmaster at Dexter, Chaves county, New
Mexico, to succeed Moses Schluss, re.
signed.
George H. Gale, to be pout master at
Franklin. Graham county, Arizona, to
succeed 1). E. Wilkins, resigned.
Physicians Granted Licenses by Territorial Board of Health.
The following physicians
were
Kranted licenses to practice medicine
ia New Mexico at the
meeting Tuesday of the territorial
hoard of health:
Dr. Claude M. Jones, Lakewood;
lr. Martin Merrill, Artesla; Dr. Ethel-her- t
J. Hubbard, Carrizozo; Dr. John
D. Hess, Moa; Dr. A. E. Black, Melrose; Dr. Z. E. Hitch, Las Vegas; Dr.
H. A. Creceluis, Organ; Dr. C. D. Ver-HeWatrous; Dr. Frank H. Marey,
East Las Vegas; Dr. Wm. H. Demp-sey- ,
Albuquerque;
Dr. Jacob
V.
WUffensmith, Espanola; Dr. H. R.
MacKeen. EI Vado; Dr. E. H. Morgan,
Santa Fe; Dr. Solomon W. Laub. Las
Cruces;
Dr. Charles
M.
Murrell,
Klida;; Dr. J. L. Flint. Las Veeas;
Ir. F.r. M. Thomas, Raton: Dr.
t
Noble. Santa Fe; Dr. Charles
M. Swartz. Roswell; Dr. D C McCarthy, Roswell; Dr. H. b! Calhoun, Sliver City; Dr. L. S. Peters,
Silver City; Dr. Howard iM. Cornell,
Edith; Dr. James R. Howejl, Tula-rosa- ;
Dr. H. J. Rowell, Belen; Dr. C.
A. Mozley, Albuquerque; nr. T. B.
Kicnardson, Dexter; Dr. Joseph Athei
ton. Dexter; Dr. E. C. Thome, Ros
wen; ur. a. J. Hetherington, Roswell
Dr. Edward Cummlngs. Silver Cltv
Dr. Dee Roach, Ellda; Dr. A. A. Dan
lei, tin Marcial;-Dr- .
C. H. McKenna
uas cruces; Dr. J. Q. Burton, Texlco
Dr. H W. Heymann. East Las Veiras
Dr. V. Nacamuli, Albuquerque; Dr. A
. mens, uiacKtower;
Dr. Geo.
Harbison, TIaban; Dr. James J. Donl
Ran, Carlsbad; Dr. G. V. Hackney
uwarciai; ur. O. N. Harsh, Mel
semi-annu-

r,

Hai-rlet-

oa
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Coal Land Contest Case.
Testimony was heard yesterday at
the United States land office In Santa
Fe before Register M. R. Otero and
Receiver Frederick Muller In the case
i me united states vs. C. R. Huber,
ex. ai.t which is the
first of the con
tested coal land entries claimed to
nave been illegally made for the use
and benefit of Dr. J. H. Sloan. At
lorneys A. B. Renehan and ChaVles F.
jmiey appeared ag counsel for the
oeienaants. Attorney Charles
Spiess, of l,s Vegas, had been en
o assist Mr. Renehan in tiie
sfiea
defense, but owing to his
absence on account of the illness of
reiauve the services of Mr. Easley
wcle mjcureu. Hpecial Agent F. C
Desendorf represented the govern
ment and examined the 'wit
Captain Frederick Muller, receiver for
ne untied States land office, and J.
Howard Vaugha, cashier of the First
ivauonal bank, were the witnesses tn
traduced yesterday niornlnir
vt
Huber went on the stand yesterday
afternoon. The testimony was taken
wwn in snortnand by Stenographer
narry a. viancy. No decision Is ex
pocien in this or In the Ave other slm
nar cases lor several weeks.
The
rontested coal entry case scheduled
tor today U the United States vs.
orge F. Murray, et al.

r

Alvarado

Pharmacy

original homestead en
tries, seven final homestead entries,
and four desert land entries were
made at the federal la:id office at the
territorial capital during the. last ten
days of November. The record for the
month was 1"0 original homestead en
tries, 36 final homestead entries, and
22 desert land entries. Ninety-fiv- e
of
the original land entries. Ninety-fivof the original homestead filings were
In the. Estancia valley. Tlie follow
ing is the business in detail:
Original homestead entries, 15f,
acres eitered, 25,522; final homestead
entries, 3, acres ntered, 5,556; desert land entiles, 22, acres enteml.
e

Cor. Gold Ave. and 1st.

FOR Ht.n.
FOR RENT .Two attractive
214 South Walter street.
FOR REN1
New

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full Set of Teeth
Gold Crown
Gold Filling

Painless Extracting

ALL

WORK

$S
$1.50 up
50c

ABSOLUTELY
ANTEED.

The original homestead entries
were divided among the various counties of the district, as follows:
Bernalillo. 1; Colfax, 4; Guadalupe,
9; McKInley, 3; Mora, 5; Rio Arriba,
none; San Juaa, 6; San Miguel, 17;
Sandoval, none; Santa Fe, 8; Socorro,
none; Torrance, 95; Valencia, 2.
The final homestead 2tries were:
Colfax, 4; Guadalupe, 9; Mora, 3;
Rio Arriba. 2; Santa
Fe, 1; San
Juan, 1; San Miguel, 11; Taos, 1;
Torrance, 4.
The desert land entries were: S.in
Juan, 7; Torrance, 15.
The total nimlr of orlglual homestead entries since January 1st, is
1.511, acres entered,
264,44(5.
Total
numler of final homestead entries,
277, acres entf red, 4KM6.
Total number of desert land entries, 200, acres
entered, 26,693.
Total numlier of
entries of all kinds since January 1,
J90U, is 2,047, acres tittered, 332185.

f

U

modern.

Jfi fl
GUAR-

Department, of the Interior, Unite
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.
:

1906.

Notice is hereby given that th fol- d
claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (20 Stal., 854), as amende
by tho act of February 21, 1893 (27
tuis., 4iU) and that said proof wi'l
lie made before Silvstro Mirabal, U.
S. Court Commissioner at San RaJae'.
N. M., on January 5, 1907, viz: Matia
Concho of Lnguna, N. M., for t'u
SE
Sec. 25, T. 10 N., R. 7 W X
lowing-name-

1

He names the following witnesses
PLAZA COLORADO
to prove his actual continuous adverse possession of said tract for
LAND GRANT SOLD twfuly year next preceding the sur
vey of itio township, viz:
Josecito Ross, of Seania, N. M.;
William Paisano, of Casa lllanca. X
REYES GONZALES
AND
SONS M.; Mania Luther, of Cnsa Blaaea
BOUGHT 6,679 ACRES FOR
6
in. m., lamie n. I.eed, of Seama N.
COPPER MINE A
PORTION.
Any person who deslrca to protest
against the allowance of said proof or
At ICspanola Saturday .the Plaza wno Knows of any substantial reason
Colorado land gran.li In Rio Arriba under the laws and regulations or the
county opposite Ablquiu was sold at interior departJiiet why such
oof
auction in an action of partition by snoum not oe allowed will be giver
Harry F. Clancy, who was appointed an opportunity at the above-me- n
for that puriwse by Judge John R. tioned time and place to crass examine tiiie wltnosKes of said claimaat,
McFie.
The area sold embraced
acres and was knocked down for and to offer evidence in rebuttal of
$3,026.
Reyes Gonzales and sons tnat submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
were the pucchasers.
Bidding was quite lively for the
Register.
Small holding claim No. 1621.
land in question but the prices se
cured is considered verv low, as the In
Praise of Chamberlain's Couoh
grant contains the well known copa.
nemeay.
per deposits in Copper canyon, which,
i
re
no
is
omer
medicine manuhave been worked for fully 200 years,
that has received so much
and In which the ore is of very hlgu factured
praise
many
so
and
expressions of
grade. It was from the copper of
as Chamberlain's Cough
these mines that all of the copper gratitude
Remedy.
It is effective, and prompt
kettles were made In the north of the lenei
ioiiows its us. Grateful par
territory In the days when the Span, ents
everywhere do not hesitate to
lards occupied this territory as those testify to its merits
for the benefit
In the Bouth were made from ore takof others. It Is a certain cure for
en from the Santa Rita mines near croup
prevent
will
and
the attack if
Silver City.
given at the
appearance of the
The sale of the grant marks the disease. It isfirst
especially ada.pted to
termination of litigation which was ciniuren as it is pkasant to take and
brought by
L. Rrailforrt contains nothing injurious.
Prince et als against the partition of Humphreys, a well known Mr. E. A.
the grant as made by the commis- and clerk In the store of Mr. resident
K. Lock
sioners appointed by the court.
of Alice, Cape Colony, South Africa,
says: "I have used Chamberlain's
''I have been somewhat cost!
Kill Cough Remedy to
ward off croup and
Doans Reguk-tgave just the results
In my family. 1 found it to be
desired. They act mlldlv and mniiBia colds
very
satisfactory
aad it gives me
the Itowels nerfoctlv " i
pleasure to recommend it." For sale
Krause. 306 Walnut Ave., Altoona, Pa! ty all druggists.

."0R,ALI3

IT
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(Equipped tvltb Smokeless Device)

""""'

gives intense

heat and is as easy to
operate as a lamp. The wick cannot be
turned too high or too low. The smoke-les- s
device prevents all smoke and smell.
Brass oil fount beautifully embossed.
Molds 4 Quarts of nil an4
burns 9 hours. Ornamental
as well as useful. Two
finishes nickel and Japan.
tvery neater warranted.
write our nearest agency
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tornJ
descriptive circular.
The

unexI!d in
jR&yb Lamp Sivme
cower abio.
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FOR SALE
OR TRADE
Fifteca-- "
room house No. 724 South Second
street for property in California.

nte John Krick.

lay Heaeh.
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L
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DEPOSITS

Fac ilitles.

mmm$

$1,200.00
This is a bargain

tor someone.

POR TERFIELD CO.
110 West Gold Ave.

AND DIR15CTORS
oo.uiuon Luna, Tesioent; W. 8. Strlckler V P
and Cashier;
JohnBon, . est, Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh
C.
,UOn -- una- A' M' Blackwell.
Geo. Arn'oi. O.

A. MONTOYA

'i

ESTATE
INSURANCE

DEPOSITORY

CARDS

1

1

NEW MEXICO

Ira M. Bond.
AT LAW. 32 F street
N. W., Washington, D. 0. Pensions,
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats,
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. D. Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquerque, N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.

OrriCERS AND DIRECTOR

JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY ....
FRANK McKEB
R. A. FROST

President

....Vice President

'

Cashier

.Assistant Cashier

H. F. RAYNOLDS

E. W. Dobso.i.

ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office, Croat-wel- l
Mock. Albuquerque. N. M.
DENTISTS.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 2 and 3. llarnette nuildlnir
over O Rielly's Drug Store. Automatic
pnone
Appointments made by
mail.
I
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
No. 306 Railroad avenue
Offixa
hours, 9:00 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. m. Both phones.
Appointments made by mail.

Director

U. m. DEPOSITORY
.Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository . lor Aichlua , .
c - re.
ut oama

t..l.

$500 000 08
!.'.$25oio0o!o0
n ,.
Kauway compaay

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

DR. D. E. WILSON

physicIans.

Z'Z&&

FOR THE ATCHISON, TQPEKA
A SANTA FE RY.

ATTOR.-.'E-

Dentist.
Rooms 10, 12. 13. Occidental T.lfa
Bidg., Cor. Railroad
avenue and
Broadway, Albuquerque, N. M. Office hours, 8 to 12 A. M 1 to 9 P M
Colo. Phone, 1?9.

w. J

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

LAWYERS.

CAPITAL
SURPLUS AND PROFITS

$100,000.00
22,000.00

'n'erest Paid on
Deposit- sSafety Deposit boxes for Rent. Drafts Time
Issued on all parts or the Wor.i'

DR. R. L. HUST.
Office,
N. T. Armijo Bldg.

Tuberculosis
treated with H!h- Ftequency
Electrical Current and
Germicide. Treatments given each
day from 8 a. m. to p. m.. Trained
nurse in attendance. Both 'nhones.
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo., Red 115.

S

paying

We Want Your

4
O. N

DIRECTORS
Wm. Farr. J. B. Herndon. I. a. Dve. E. A Mlera
A. Weinman. F. H. strong. Jay A. Hubbs

Marron.

D. H.

earns. J.

i

CIVIL ENGINEER.

J. R.
Room 23, N. T. Armijo building.
NOTARY PUBLICi
Far-wel-

Thos. K. D. Maddison.
Office with W. B. Chllders 117
Gold avenue.

Wot

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

es-

"toiiths old; has forelock trimmed
Iteiuni to John Cuneo
Mrs. Bambini, at Ser parlors. No
15
North Sixlh street.
209 West Railroad avenue,
is
to give thorough scalp treatA Miraculous Cure.
ment,
do
hair
The folluwil'ir HI ut em., tit
dressing.
treL.,.
corns,
t
II
Adams and wife.
i
Vm bunions and ingrowine nails .5h
r
interest parent and others -- a' mlr. gives massage treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
aculous euro has tak
of complexion cream buliri nn tho
home. oUP rhilil had eczema. 5
mini
and wan pronounced incurable, when skin and improves the complexion.
e rea.i aoout Eloctrlc Hitters, and uU is guaranteed not to he injurious.
concluded to try it. Before the sec- She also prepares a hair tonic that
ond boii!e was all tukxn we noticed a cures and prevents dandruff and hair
yuiiiKu tor uio better, and after tak-- ! railing out; restores life to dead hair:
S 7 Ixiules
he was completely removes moles, warts ami superfluous
cured." It's up to date blood medi-'- hair. Also a face powder, a freckle
and i,ody building Ionic. Guar- cure ana pimple cure and pile cure.
of tbeje preparations are purety
anteed.
ana ji 0() ut aU ,jnlf,gjsu All
vegetable compounds. Hare Just ad- aea a vibrator machine for treatment
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAf
of scalp, faco and cure of wrinkles.
BREAD and taks no other.
It is also ased for rheumatism, pains
Iealers
say that.
an masBage
who
those
l"ve used Chamberlain's
Stomach
aad Liver Tablet are quite loyal to
f
llieiii and can not be persuaded to
The Citizen Print Shop Is
take any substitute. (Jet a free sam-ll- f
wher you can get the most for
your money. We . print every.
at any drug store, give them a
'Mid and you, too, will want, them in
thing but greenbacks and pott- '
pictereiiee to any other. They cure
age stamps. Either phone.
stoumch troubles, biliousness and

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
"OLD RELIABLE."

xre-pare- d

ESTABLISHED

B. PUTNEY

1873.

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the Largest and Moet Exclusive Stock of Staple
Groceries
in the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

off.

RAILROAD

AVENDE.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

M.

-

Meni-iettj-

"

MEN AND WOMEN.
ll Bif
fur nnniturtl

airhtw,IUIUluiutulil.

,?.rou8n- -

irrilftUou
WMMCttMICMCt.'
i

icimu.r

ur ulceration

f.ut or PO..OBOU..
kr iinnuu.
M
hdi id plait wnppar,
rn.id. fup
irM.
SO. ur I bottl.
ft.n.
litcular Mill ob Itueit.
or
br
I
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Banking Business

A. BORDERS.

Commercial
Club Buildlne. Black
and White Hearse, $5.
ARCHITECTS.
F. W. Spencer. Room
Rarnetr
Building, Albuquerque, N. M. Both
nones.

.

lutely tile j perfectly
i
ior
houwho d

ii not at
agency lor descriptive circular.
irauivuMAl OIL COMPANY.

I

"'

U

fit

On Lowlands, close ia, sewer connec-

and
retail busiYOU
WANT
ness.
Incorporated. Owner wishes DO
to leave city. Address No. 1126,
Dailv Citizen.
10 MAKE MONEY?
FDR SALE General
iiiKionininiu
business on the El Paso and South,
western In eastern New Mexico.
If you do write the Occidental Life
Stock $15,000 to $20,000. Fine opportunity for right party. Can ex- nsuraace Co. for full particulars of
plain good reason for selling. Loueir luuucements to enersret e men
cality healthiest in New Mexico. Ad- - and women to sell its new guaranteed
uress inquiries to this paper
uiviuenu policy. Some of our salesrUH SALE Rancn. Lfl. R. Kelley men are making $200 a week. Why
and sons having sold all their stock can't you do It? Perhaps you can if
are now offering their fine stock you will try. We want a hustling rep
ranch for sale. It is the best im- resentative in every town In New
Mexico and Arizona. No get rich
proved ranch In the country
Has
two good wells, one of thera has quick schemes or gift eaterprises but
windmill and surface tank. It is an a straight out and out guaranteed
Ideal Bheep range. Postofflce, Datil, contract from start to finish. Easy to
Socorro county, N. M. Ranch twen--y talk, easy to sell and honest in every
particular.
miles weBt of Datll.
Occidental Life Insurance Co. of
STRAYED.
New Mexico and Arizona, home office
STUAYEl)
A black filly coll, eight Albuquerque. N. M.

K-

ALLOWED

With Ample Means and Unsurpassirj

House

om

m

t

conitruftrd. ,

5-Ro-

INTEREST

6--

FOR SALE Finepiano, nearTy "new
315 S. Third street.
rTJIt" sACE Elegant " knabe ""piano
van ma woutn Broadway.
FOR SALE A good span of horses.
surrey and harness. No. 523 East
rtaiiroiici avenue.
Vl)l SALE A fine Jersey cow. com
lug fresh this month; also a good
driving horse. Cull on F. F. 'Plot
ter.
FOR SALE- - Fuilliture. m
si.y.i-idiscount from now until the tnd of
the year. Star Furniture Co., 214
West Gold avenue.
fourteen-roowh sAi-J- i
house,
furnished or unfurnished, electric
"gar, city water. 315 S. Third St.
Mrs. M. A. Schnrh.

.

PERFECTION
Oil Heater

TV V

capliai anfl surplus, $100,000

THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
316 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICE3.
Open tvenlnas.

PROFESSIONAL

ry

9

The advantages of a Perfection
Oil Heater arc realized when vou
want to heat some particular room
, or hallwav' in a h
ti- - J a
neater that vou can rz;
about; something vou cannot An ,itU
your other stoves. Far superior to other
oil heaters and a necessity in houses that
are hard to heat. The

I

ing.

REAL

1

S3,-02-

Easily
Carried About

aVt

NEW MEXICO

SUCCESSOR TO L. T. DELANEY

Furnished collage flats
very reasonable. Apply at ltu Coal
avenue, east end of viaduct.
FOR RENT Four-roocottage, fur
msned, at Lockhart ranch. Ten
minutes walk from street car line,
FOR RENT OR SALE House at 202
North Edith street. Inquire at Old
lown postofflce.
FOR RENT Three nicely furnished
rooms with bath for light house
keeping. Inquire at this office.
FOR RENT Pleasant, airy, well fur
nisned rooms, with modern improve
ments. Apply at store, 522 East
Marquette avenue, corner of north
uroaaway.
rUR KEN
Several pleasant, newly
furnished rooms, with bath and
light.
519
eiectric
North Second
street.
run HEM Cheap. New Jeumn
nouse, four large rooms, furnished
or unfurnished.
Hy owser. D. H.
nempsle, 1112 South High street.
rXR RENT A six room two-stouricit nouse. corner of Seventh
street and Tijeras avenue. Inquire
at Lommorl & Mattenccl, 624 West
i ijeras avenue.
K(JR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
J1.25 to $1.50 per week; 23c to 50c
per night. Also rooms for light
housekeeping.
Tne
Minneapolis
House. 524 South Second street,
Aiuuquerque, tm. m.

M. P. M.

,he attorney general of
and will make report of his investigation to that of
i. seems mat the two escaped
iiangerous
one of them it ia said, is acriminals;
counter
r
1,le R'
imerest
... ?"d hence
aBlart'n-u- t
in the
fir, w no.Uewell-.ajr 11 ,nu as also dl
Nt,w Mexico
"
territorial penitentiary was a safe
'T' P'a(e f,,r tlle oflnement
jnr Unl-eStates prisoners generally.
investigations
were ordered
ome timH Kint.e bl
jreSH of o(h r
"racial business and the manifold du
""He prevented tliein be- in S carried Into effect

Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses.,
Wagons and other Chatti.
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE
'f
3.
low as $10 and as high as
uvuus are quicKiy mado and
strictly private. Tims:
One month
to one year given. Goods remain In
your possession. Our rates are reasonable. Call and see us before borrow-

Jiouse
FIRE
North Sixth street.
AND LOANS
Nicely furnished rooms
215
W.
AV
GOLD
ALBUQUERQUE
422 North Sixth street
Nicely furnished room;'
only. 723 West Copper

gentlemaa
avenue.

FOR PUBLICATION.
27.

DFfrunru
"
r

On

618

FOR KENT
with board.
FOR KENT

U

B. F. C.OPP
ROOM 12. N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.

Nov.

THUR6DAY.

aa

MONTCZIMA TRUST CO.

MONEY to LOAN

FOR KENT

NOTICE

a

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

five-room-

3,440.

f

A WEEK OF ACCIDENTS
AT FARMINGTON.
This week lias been one of incidents at the oil well. It K urted Monday night, wtien they were making a
clean-ou- t
after a ru wilh ,he
Ihoiie present were trying to get an
Idea id the strata the drill was working in. In order U g, t a latter view,
AVillls .Martin took a lautern within

will do it. Four ounce
size, full strength, 25c

FE

A

46-4-

Twenty-nli- e

Notaries Public ADnointH
The following have been umJiinwi
notaries public by Acting (Joveinor
J. w. naynolds:
James a. Hall, Elida, Roosevelt
"iumy Agnes M. Jaques, Socorro,
owiurro county.
v.Saung tscape of United States
Prisoners.
United States Attorney W. H. H
iieweiiy,, was engage, vesterday in
making an official investigation
and on helialf of the department for
or
lnl
the circumstances at
tending the escape from she
aj peuitentlary or two Unitedtenitor
State
nriSfinpr
rlnrln.. il..,

''

....

Syrup White Pine
and Tar

LAST TEN DAYS OF NOVEMBER
KEPT WELL UP TO STANDARDENTRIES MADE.

OFFlilWfRS

authority

in its inception

BUSI

NESS AT SANTA

contieteai woman

for
general housework; also nurse girl.
90G West Kail road avenue.
Help furuisTiett and emWANTED
ployment of all kinds secured
promptly. Call on, write or phone
Colburn's Employment agency. 109
West Silver avenue. Auto Phone 270
WANTED
Gentlemen's secouu-haD- d
clothing. No. 615 South First street,
south of viaduct. Sena address and
will call. R- - J. Sweeney, proprietor.
w
to advertise our
anted
goods locally. Several weeks home
Salary $12 per week, $1 a
work
day for expenses. Saunders to., De8
partment W,
Jackson Boule
vard, Chicago, III.
Man w'.tn ?o,000 or more
WANTED
can secure Interest In good paying
established manufacturing business.
Work is light. Salary $1040 per year
to start wun. ,o trades. Don t
answer unless you hav the money
Address Opportunity, care Evenicg
Citizen.
AGENTS WANTED.
wan I ED Agents, canvassers, mix
ers, peddlera, street men, solicitors
mail order people, etc., should buy
Kramers Hxk of Trade Secrets
Regular price $5 but balance of last
edition is being sold for $1.25 as
long as tluy last. Every person
who is out of employment can make
more out of this book than a person
In ordinary business can on a cap!
tal of $10.(100. Order quick. Sioux
Pub. Co., Sutherland, Iowa

OF

NEW DOCTORS

'

WANTED.
WANTKI--

Cough
Our

fui

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Stop That

ngao

"''VS'"W4,M'"H

CilTIZEN.
-

gnu
few feet of the well, when
THE EVENING CITIZEN Ignited, giving the boys moretheof a
scare than injury.
'Messlck,
On Tuesday night Guy
HUUkt Dally wl Weekly fcv
la assisting hla father on the
Th Citizen Publishing Company who
night shift, wns struck by llie cable,
which had become entangled In the
machinery, so forcibly that he was
mlm m iimi lm matur.
knocked off his feet and medical asiiiiii ii
n
sistance was required.
In a short time after the other
crew went on a cave-Ioccurred
which pinned the strong Hools nt the
bottom.
Yesterday the cable Was
OfflalaJ Paper of Bernalillo County cut and the work of pulling the casing was begun and Is progressing
a CJTy or Albuquerque.
satisfactorily.
Tho hole will be
Fnm Afar.. DlipatcliM.
rimmed out and the casing put down
IwpM City ir4 CMy ClmilaHtm
below the cave-in- .
This will delay
Tk Ltrrwt Nfw Mnkt ClrculaH,
perhaps a week, but as we
the
Urywt N.rttmi Arlirml ClroiktlM, have work
gas In sufflclen-- quantity to bent
and light the town, no one feels tils
'
couraged.
AVe still foel confident that before
the new year we will have a flowing
on well bs well as plontv of eas foi
commercial purpo. s. Tlie FJnnlng- ton Times.
ft

BIG

EVENING

"

MOTT'S

PENNYROYAL
PILLS
They uvtrcom Wknfu, rrftru
levrltv
ouiUluii,lUL'i

uiil
vt. vijfur
vitd batiiuli ' jhih
uf mtuatiusv
lion." i l.fjr mu " lli'e Muvvra'
ta tgirm m womanhood, aiding de
velTpiu?nt
f ortfaim and body. No
knuviu rviut-i1for womvo fquitu
thi'iti. I'antuii ttu hariw Ht bm- !':Coiur a ifitiur. VI wr box
V. v mn II. Mtlil by 4ruKsrUta.

J0Mitria4,u,
ANN ft SON.

MOTT CHEMICAL

FOR SA1.B BY

.T.

C.

BALDR1DGE

DEALER IN NATIVE ANO CHICAGO LUMBER
PAINT-Co- vers
more, loot.s best ' wears the
longest, most economical; full measure
BU
StCk- - PlaStPr' L,me' Cement' P"nt'

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

S

OSafcl!.

FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.

General Boildtng SoppHes

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phono

THE

Third and Marqucttt

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkole Roofing

First and Marquette

Albaqaerqae, New Mexfco

'
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errace Addition Improvement Company
30 to 60 Per Cent Discount
WW

BOARD OF DIRECTORS of our company has instructed me to realize A CERTAIN SUM OF MONEY from the sale of lots, in the
POSSIBLE TIME. In accordance with these instructions I have marked upon a plat in red inka greatly reduced price upon
SITE ON OUR SELECT STREET, SILVER AVENUE. These new prices will hold good only until this sum is obtained;
when, without notice, the former prices will be restored. Here is the best opportunity for investment ever offered in this city as the rapid advancement of
lots on this street is an absolute certainty. The lots were reasonable at the former prices, but at these prices they are great snaps. The improvements on

THE

the addition, and especially on Silver Avenue, will go steadily on.

500 Large Shade Trees Will Be Set Out

flflore Than

on Silver Avenue and in the water plant park in the coming month of March, and with a thorough knowledge of the requirements and an abundance oi
will be replaced as it is the intention of the company to keep a man constantly emwater, 95 per cent of them will grow from the start, and any that-di- e
ployed on Silver Avenue and the park property.

THE. WATER SYSTEM IS PERFECT
h
main to the property line, and the power for pumping is paid for eight years in advance.
lateral running from the
Every site has a two-inc- h
The building and all other restrictions as now incorporated in our printed deeds, will remain, but no one has to build until they get ready.
The location, together with these restrictions, will make any vacant sites there may be on this street very valuable in the next few years, as the
supply is extremely limited, and no matter how much the city may grow and how many new additions may be platted, nothing to quite equal Silver Avenue will ever be offered again in the city of Albuquerque.
Building and Loan stock pays eight per cent, or at least it has paid about this in the past. It may or it may not pay this in the future; it certainly won't
pay more. Savings Banks four per cent and Real Estate Loans eight per cent You certainly know that a five hundred dollar investment on Silver Avenue
five-inc-

ft.

will net you more than forty dollars a year. I have never sold a piece of property in this city that did not net much more than eight per cent, and this is the
best thing I have ever offered. Come quick now, and if you have not all the money at present you can buy on partial payments.

it in the front rank, in point of pro
duction and capacity, among smelters
of the southwest, says the Silver City
Enterprise. Owing to a rush of business in the eastern manufactories of
smelting machinery, the new furnace
cannot be shipped for several weeks
and It will be some time in February
JUDGE LONG IS DEMOCRAT'S
PRINCIPAL ATTORNEY. before the same will be ready to put
A dispatch from Las Vegas says: in commission.
The machinery in
The democratic committee of the ter- the concentrator has been started
works
everything
and
ritory has formerly launched its con- running
test against W. H. Andrews, dele- smoothly. A trinl run of ore will bo
claiming that made in a few days.
gate inr congress,
enough illegal republican votes were
cast to insure the election of O. A. HE FOUND SNOW
INSTEAD OF SUNSHINE.
Larrazolo by a considerable majoi-lty- .
and
J. L. Black, a prominent
Judge E. V. long, of Las Vegas, wealthy retired contractor and buildei
has been chosen chief attorney for of Canton, Ohio, arrived on Saturtho contest and will be assisted by a day's train on his annual pilgrimage
number of leading democratic lawyers of New Mexico. Evidence will
be taken in Santa Ke, Colfax, Torrance and Taos counties.
way saloon at Five Points, who had
been suspected of driving Redwine
to Tempe the night he fled and had
so put himself dn the shade of the
Suspicion had ripened
penitentiary.
into certainty the night before."

Territorial
Topics
CONTRACT FOR SANATORIUM AT ALAMOGORDO.

J. M. ftfcRea has secured the contract to construct the first building

to bo erected for the American Cooperative (Sanatorium at Alaniogordo.
Mr. AtcRea states that active work
will commence at once, and weather
permuting, the first building Is to bo
completed within three months. The
coat of the first building Is not given out, tout ii is understood that the
co.t vrll go Into the thousands.
HU88ANO SUICIDES AND
NOW WIFE IS DEAO.
Airs. Romoldo Montano died at Lin-cluiwut ten days ago, says the
White Oaks Outlook. It will be remembered thati her husband suicided
lart summer, and she never entirely
recovered from the shock, so that
now death has claimed his second
victim. Several children
are left to fight life's battles as best
they can. Several relatives, however,
are living in Lincoln, so that a home
wU( tie provided for them no doubt.

Anoint

CD

C3

to the "land of sunshine," which
however, ho fonnd a "land of snow,"
says the Silver City Enterprise. Mr.
Black has leen spending several
winters In Silver City to escape the
rigors of an Ohio winter, but from
his previous two winters' experience
he has about decided that the Ohio
kind of climate has no terrors for
him. Mr. Black was a personal friend
of the late lamented William McKIn-leand has known Mrs. McKlnley
since she was a little girl, having
many buildings for her
erected
father, Mr. Saxton, who at one time
was Canton's wealthiest citizen.

y

ELECTED PRESIDENT BAR ASSOCIATION.
At the annual meeting oi the North-erArizona Bar association, held in
Prescott last Saturday afternoon. Attorney General E. S. Clark was elected president of the association for
the ensuing year; John Mason Ross,
vice president; E. M. Sanford, secretary
and E. M'. Doe, of
Flagstaff, treasurer.
The president
was elected upon the positive prom
ise that) he would follow the
custom of giving a banquet
to all members of the association and
the judiciary, the date of which wlil
be announced later.
E. S. CLARK

a

UNCLE

TOM'S

MEN
FIGHT IN GALLUP.
CABIN

Two of the Uncle Tom's Cabin
troupo engaged In a hard fight here
Tueuilay. says the Gallup Republican. A white man and negro hud
word and went at each other in the
baggage car; the coon pulled his
trusty knife, but. the white man was
to much for him and took the razor
away from the negro and broke It.
Ttolh the men threatened to get their
guns and finish the argument in true
wild and wooly west s'yle; no killing took place however, as other
member of the show separated the
fighter it.
ELECTION OF OFFICERS

OF MONTEZUMA LODGE.
At tile regular monthly communication of Montezuma lodge No. 1, a. V,
& A. M., Santa Fe, .the following offl

cers for the ensuing Masonic year
were elected: Master, R. H. Hauna;
senior warden, Xoriuan I.. King; junior warden. Dr. .1. A. Massie; treas.
urer, Percy
secretary.
F. Knight;
Ailau R. McCord: tyler, .William C.
Seunepiile.
These Masons will be
installed into their respective offices
on December 27th, on John the
day.
Hap-list'-

AN ARIZONA

s

CONSTABLE
FUGITIVE FROM JUSTICE.
Lee- fU'dwine, who was a constable
in Phoenix, is now a fugitive from
justice, with officers all over Arizona
on the lookout for him.
Redwine
when he tte.l was under sentence to
pay a fine and also to serve a Jail

1

time-honore- d

A specific for pain
Dr. Thomas'
Electric Oil, strongest, cheapest lini- Our ROUGH DRY work don't have
ment ever devised. A household rem- - to be washed over. Imperial Launedy in America for 25 years.
dry Co.

We are In a position to make you prices on Diamonds that will save
you money. We have a lot of unredeemed Diamonds that we are selling at

15 PER CENT LESS

MEMORIAL

The Man You Can Trust

1

18 flailroad Avenue

Supply Co.
Nash Electrical
rom
KVmRYTMINO KLCCTRICAL

Latest Designs in Table Lamps. Chandeliers, Shades and
Electric

-
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POSTMISTRESS AT FORT
BAYARD MARRIES.
Mrs. Clara W. Garingby and Robert

Fisher. loth of Fort Bavard, weie
married recently at Silver City. The
bride is postmistress at Fort Bayard.
Mr. Fisher is a draughtsman by pro
fesslon and Is following that calling
at the same place. The
pro
sentence, having been found guilty 'reeded to their new home couple
Imniediate-- ;
while acting iu his of- ly after their marriage. They will
of
He was proceeding continue to reside at Fort Bayard.
ficial capacity.
to take measures to escape the jail
sentence when he disappeared. Since ANOTHER MONSTER" FURNACE
ORDERED BY COMANCHE CO.
he disappeared, he has become susThe Comanche Mining and Snielt-Inpected of having taken $1.17.1 from a
company have ordered another
valise iu the sheriff's office. The Arizona Republican of Dec. 2 states that monster furnace of Sou tons capacity
"InUireb: in the Redwine case was which, with the
furnace now
kept nave yesterday by the flight ot in commission, will give .he smeller
tJiMj
Mida
I. H. Pni!!:ps. proprietor of the
total capacity of
tons and place

lit
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Both Rhona

A FFID A VITS

Co., a laxative which sweetens and cleanses the system effectually, when a laxative is needed, without any unpleasant after
effects, as it acts naturally and gently on the internal organs,
simply assisting nature when nature needs assistance, without
griping, irritating, or debilitating the internal organs in any way,
as it contains nothing of an objectionable or injurious nature.
As the plants which are combined with the figs in the manufacture of Syrup of Figs are known to physicians to act most
beneficially upon the system, the remedy has met with their
general approval as a family laxative, a fact, well worth considering in making purchases.
It is because of the fact that SYRUP OF
is a remedy of known quality and excellence, and approved by
physicians that has led to its use by so many millions of well
informed people, who would not use any remedy of uncertain
quality or inferior reputation, tvery family should have a
bottle of the genuine on hand at all times, to use when a
laxative remedy is required. Please to remember that the
genuine byrup of higs is tor sale in bottles of one size
only, by all reputable druggists and that full name of the
company
California Fig Syrup Co., is plainly printed on
the front of every package.'' Regular price, 50c per bottle.

ALSO DEALER IN

Pipes, Smoker's Articles

FIGS

Syrup
(g
Ttrrr

HENRY
WESTERFELD
207 Rallrtad Ave., Albuquerque, N. M.

5r

rr

for Sore Nipples.

Cur

Rico Hotel and Bar

As stjon as the child Is done nursing, apply Chamberlain's salve. Wipe
No. 111 North First Street.
It off with a soft cloth hefore allowing the child to nurse. Many trained DINELLI A LENCIONI, Proprietors.

jguFQRNiA Fig

Soo-to-

Have your House Wired.

s.

For a Most Appropriate Christmas
Present is a Box of

If more than ordinary skill in playing brings the honors of the
lame to the winning player, so exceptional merit in a remedy
ensures the commendation of the well informed, and as a reasonable amount of outdoor life and recreation is conducive to the
health and strength, so does a perfect laxative tend to one's
improvement in cases of constipation, biliousness, headaches,
however, in selecting a laxative, to
etc. It is
choose one of known quality and excellence, like the ever pleasant Syrup of Figs, manufactured by the California Fig Svrup

-

Housa-I'urnishing-

ALL WORK OUARANTmmO
BOO W. Railroad Avonuo

TllEWlNNING STROKE

CATTLEMAN

WEDS KANSAS CITY GIRL
Coke Roberts, a brother of Emmet t
Roberts, of No. 325 College avenue,
was married ou Saturday, a. Chiytoii,
N. M., to Miss Beulah Wilkins, ot
Kansas City, says the Trinidad Advertiser.
Mr. Roberts had spent
Thauks
giving day here with his brother and
left for Clayton to meet his fiancee,
she having come on from Kansas
City to meet him. Miss Wilkins lias
relatives In Clayton, and was married ati her aunt s residence in that
city.
Mr. Roberts is a we'.l known and
prosperous cattleman and has a very
extensive ranch near Oklahoma City.
Mr. and Mrs. Roberts will make a
short bridal trip of the big eastewi
cities before returning to their Oklahoma home.

S.

Watches, Rings, Jewelry, that
and we will save you money.

ROSEN FIELD

d

OKLAHOMA

llllilfi

See us before you buy. Unredeemed
will make excellent Xmas presents

u

BELFRY TO BE
ERECTED AT CARLSBAD.
Grace Episcopal church of Car.-s-bawill soon have a memorial belfry
and a memorial bell which will summon the parlshoners .to worship. Contracts have been awarded for the
erection of the tower, which will be
built of stone, and the Installing of
the bell. The belfry will be a me
mortal to the late .Marie Graves
Harjes, and is a. gift from H. H.
Harjes. The bell will be a memorial
to the lae Mrs. E. P. Huj.ic, and Is
a gift from a sister, Mrs. Harjes.
John Snallson, of Roswell, has been
given the contract for the stone
of the belfry, and the wood
work will be done by Lucius Anderson, of Carlsbad.

r

New

Vork.NVn

nurses use this with the best results. WINES, LIQUORS
AND CIGARS.
I'rico "5 cents Icr box. 1'or sale by Meals From 10
Cents Up, Lunches
all drutrgisUi.
Put Up for Travelers.
Rooms By Day, Week or Month.
Try a Citizen Want 4.
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CITIZFN

THE ALBUQUERQUE
PnblUhcd Dally lind

By The Citizen Publishing Company
.

l

W. T. McCREIGHT,
Bus'.ncws Managor.

rilCKLfcH,

Frldent.

THE HINDU

EVENIKQ

CITIZEN.

George
and ten were chosen t'nletd States snntors.
Clinton was the first governor elected In 1777 to succeed
The
William Tryon, the last of the colonial governors.
total vote cast In New York In 1904 was ten times
greater than the vote for Andrew Jackson In 1S24.

THE JAFFA

Secretary Hoot refers to Secretary Taft as "one t
men In the
the biggest and one of the best
world." In this the accent should be on the

Grocery Comp'y.

INVASION

s

TRAINING FOR CITIZENSHIP

8
5 ABILITY TO ASSIMILATE
g
ALL OF THE WHITE RACES jj

XCK0000OC0

wonder how it is thai
The English continually
America assimilates the Immigrant.
Within a year a representative of a large Iondon
newspaper was dispatched to this country for the pur
"alien horde" was
inise of reporting that the
not being and couild never be absorbed by and lost In
American citizenship. This representative could not believe ihe evidence of his own senses when he beheld
,
Celt, Slav, Magyar and
Gentile and Jew,
Lntin working side by side, frequently working In partnership, almost Invariably working harmoniously and
all working toward the solution of a problem which
seems to be regarded as a hopeless one in Kngland.
He was compelled to report that what he could not
understand, as a scientific or a social possibility, was
nevertheless happening here under his eyes. And now
Robert. C. Lindsay, second secretary of the British legation at Washingon, deals with the subject In
the same vein. Assimilation Is going on here
constantly. To expect, he says that the Kuropean races
would fuse In America would be fantastic; but It- would
hi nonsense to deny that the Immigrants from all parts
of Europe to this country are being assimilated by
Americans. He says:
"There is no such Hiing as an American type. Many
generations must elapse before the Americans can be
physiologically differentiated from Europeans to the extent, for instance, that the French are from the Ger
mans, But an assimilation of a simpler or more superficial nature has been in progress ever since America
was colonized, and It Is not easy to discern any force
sufficiently strong to stop this movement now.
Amerl
ca, however, pays a heavy price for her new citizens. In
asmuch as, arriving as adults, the task of their eleva
Hon Is all the harder."
Mr. Lindsay, unconsciously, perhaps, puts the matter
!n the least favorable light. Even he, who has observ
ed the progress for years, cannot quite understand why
a thing which Is impossible at home should be so simple
In this country.
He Is fair nbout It, however, for, while
t' puzzles him, he does not for that reason insist that
it Is utterly Incomprehensible.
In closing his statement
he says:
"It is hoped that this report may have adduced sonio
evidence to show- that, in spite of the gravity of the
task. America has little reason to fear failure." Chicago
Inter Ocean.

j "Good Things to Eat"
We tiave just received a CAR
Load of our famous

Ferndell

Anglo-Saxon-

Canned Fruits
and Vegetables
BOTTLE PRESERVES
BOTTLED PICKLES
BOTTLED OLIVES, etc.

prac-tlca'll-

The 2.30O boys and girls In one or the New York city
public schools have formed a city government of their
own, with mayor, district attorney, three judges and
completely organized police and health departments
Thus discipline In the school Is maintained by the children themselves. The principal under whose guidance
the government was formed says that the system has
already lessened truancy and elevated the moral tone of
he entire body of pupils.
The children in this school are mostly of foreign
birth. The mayor Is a Russian boy who has been in this
00X)XX00XXXXX3XXXXXKX)OOt
count rty only three years. The district attorney Is a
twelve-year-olHEAVY BUSINESS BEFORE
lad born In Italy.
One of the three
judges Is a girl. Warrants are issued, arrests made ana
CONGRESS THIS WINTER
The
trials conducted precisely as In the city courts.
commonest penalty is detention after regular hours.
X)OrC0OOO0XX0X)XO0XXXKXXXX to
Tniancy, crap playing and other forms of gambling are
(By Gilson Gardner.)
dealt with severely.
Washington, 1). C, Bee. B. The woik of congress
This is getting at education at Its very roots. No In the short session
Just beginning will be found in the
other knowledge that can be crammed Into a, child is so consideration of the following topics:
valuable to him and to the community as is the knowlRegulation of swollen fortunes by inheritance or in
edge of the principles of good citizenship and
come tax.
Intimate knowledge of the real purpose or
Tariff revision.
government, of Its processes of operation, and of the In
Currency reform.
estimable advantages of its protection to all
Limiting tho hours of railway employes.
people breeds the highest and sincerest respect for
Prohibiting child labor.
It. The child cannot be taught too early that his first
Bono
Rican .citizenship.
and sacredpst duty Is to be a good citizen a staunch, . Ship subsidy.
pillar In the temple that shelters mankind In common
Immigration restriction.
Interest, good order and brotherhood. Particularly Im
Lower
tariff against Philippine goods.
portant is it that children born abroad under oppressive
Enlarged navy mammoth battleships.
conditions (should learn at the earliest dawn of their
River and harbor Improvement.
reasoning powers that real freedom consists In rigid enRight-hou- r
bill.
forcement and strict observance of just. laws.
The
bill.
"school city" Idea Is too good to be long confined to one
Smoot. case. '
school or one cl'.y.
Santo Domingo treaty.
Publicity for campaign expenses.
WHO SHALL SPEND IT?
Chinese arid Japanese exclusion.
Federal insanity laws.
The question as to the propriety of passing a law
.
Parcels posts.
allowing married women to collect and spend their own
Postal banks.
salaries, Is causing much agitation among the statesmen
It is
that all the above subjects will
of France.
The senate committee appointed to frame a bill giv- be the texts for legislation. In the matter of regulat
ing married women this right has been embroiled In a Ing swollen fortunes, for example, there Is hardly anj
series of disagreements resulting in the resignation of chance for anything more than the opening of tho de
two chairmen.
The present chairman, Oirard, Is in bale by the introduction of a bill. Tariff revision, like
favor of passing such a law, but certain other members wise, will only be talked about.
The question of regulating the tide of foreigners
of the committee declare that this would ruin the home
tipirit. To the mere observer it would appear that per. who pour into the ports of New York and Boston wilt
milling your wife to earn a salary would be as likely be brought up early. A bill for this purpose passed
to ruin the home spirit as would permitting her to both the senate and house In the closing days' of tho
last session, but was held up over the education clause.
spend it.
It is to be presumed that this law, if passed, will apply President Roosevelt Is anxious to see the educutl'm
to women of income as well as women who earn salaries. clause in the law, but the influence of the steamship
In this case il is only natural that a country which was companies was too much for him. The education clause
capable of producing Bon! Castellaine would produce would exclude about 00 per cent of the Immigrants who
many opponents to such a measure. Over here the hus come from Russia and the south of Europe.
Another bill which is more or less Imminent Is the
hand is not much worried over the right of his wife to
upend her own money. What he needs is a law permit La Follette law for regulating the hours of railway
employes, in Ihe iuterest of greater safety for the travelting him to spend his.
ing public.
This measure was also held back at. the
The Carlsbad Currant has this to say of the Carls close of last session.
The protection of child slaves of the Industrial
bad Sun man, who last summer distinguished himself
by a senseless onslaught upon the native people of the sysiem has been forced to the front by Senator Bevei-idgowith Senator
as a close second. President
territory: "The wild Irishman of the New Mexico Sun
has gone ostensibly down Into Texas to look after som Roosevelt- is enlisted iu the cause. Senator lleveiidgfc
four beet ions of land that he has taken up for entry spent the past .summer woklng out a remedy, and now
under the homestead act of that state. At least thai Is says that he has a bill which is constitution proof.
A very lively debate is promised this season over
the tale he gave out before leaving Carlsbad on a burro
train, but we have serious doubts as to that being the the question of naval expansion and river and harbor
real object of his mission. It is believed among the Cur improvements. The two subjects have been Joined b)
rent force that the wild Irishman has 'hiked' olt to Ala the question of expense. If the navy is to cost so
bama to answer in person the advertisement appearing much, it will be impossible, say the house financiers
In the last issue of the Suu 'Wanted, a husband.' At to permit the passage of a river and harbor bill of thu
any rate he put on a clean shirt, bought a dozen pupei character demanded by people of the middle west.
iMiring the past the years Hie cost of naval
collars aud one of the
has been $499,imio,ihio; which is fo4.iHio.lMMl more
neckties, and left without saying good-livWe think
we are justified in saying that alou'. the only people iu than lias been spent on liver improvements in KS'
CaiLil.ail who will miss the wild Irishman will lie those years.
The subject of subsidies for our merchant marine
gentlemen whose habitat is about Uie 'sni.'ar' table ai
the club rooms. If he doesn't get back by next Saturda) has been made a live one by Secretary Root's speeches
uight the boys in the Sun office will have to arrange tf. and President Roosevelt's desires for such legislation.
get another 'ghost' to do the cake walk."
The senate has passed the subsidy bill, and it will doubt
less be reported early to the house.
Ixinlhbutg Liberal: The democratic central com.
The Philippine tariff reduction Is Hcd up in thft
luittee is not fatisfied with the vftting at lite hie elec- senate committee on Philippines. The sugar and lobacco
tion, and wants to have another try. On behalf of .Mr trusts have been able to keep it there up to date. It
Ijirrazolo il has decided to contest the election of Mr. is one of the president's pet measures.
Andrews. It claims there were numerous frauds iu varl
The labor orgauizal ions are hopeful that I he anti
uub sections of the territory, ami that if these fraud-wer- e In June Ion and eight-houbills will be taken up foi
righted Mr. lirrazolo would have a majority.
Mr. action ihis winter. The eight hour bill is a measure
Andrews has the certificate of election, aud will lie seal to forbid any purchase or use by the. government 01"
d in congress, but if Mr. l.arrazolo can show that hts goods inanufaclured by firms not observing the light
content ions, are right' congress has the power to give him hour day. ,
the seat. In fact, congress has the only power In tho
The need for ainendmeiit of the insanity laws in
case. The contest may resiirt, n some New Mexicans the Bistrict of Columbia and territories has been de
making a trip to Washington ul the cxpcne of the gov veloped by the Investigation made into the management
erntuent to give testimony In the case.
of St. Elizabeth asylum, where old soldiers and sailor
are sent, ami where criminal insane are confined when
The report of the Atchison, Topcka & Santa Fe Kail-wa- convicted in the federal courts. This subject will bo
company for the mouth or October Is highly sig- thrashed out in a report made to congress by a special
nificant In that It shows an expansion In gross of nearly commit tee,
a million and a half dollars, and a gain in the net inA parcels post win be brought a little closer to
come, after taxes and rentals, of nearly $mmi,imii.
In realization by the work of Postmaster General ('oriel-yoeach month of the present fiscal year gains, as compared
in overhauling the second class mall regulations
with the arne period a year ago, have been recorde; and the deadhead business. Oeneral Cortelyou will show
by this road, both in its gross and net earnings.
thu' this business, if propetly paid, would show the
IHistal business to be ou a paying basis. It is hoped
Governor Charles Hughes is the thirty-nintchief to secure the consent of congress, on the basis of this
executive of New York. Of his predecessors three were showing, to inaugurate a trial of the parceU W1 1,1
pi'vsitKut, one vice j'eu)'iit, one chief justice some restricted terntoiy.
d
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We have handled Ferndell
brand of goods for the last ten
years and this year the quality
Is better than ever.
Owing to special freight rates
on car loads, and purchasing
goods in large quanities we are
in a position to quote you the
very lowest prices on anything
in our line, in case lots.
Everything we sell is guaranteed to give satisfaction or
money refunded.
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CHILDREN'S SUITS and OVERCOATS oo
O
o
o
o
i. '
o
y
o
o
o
Sailor and
o
Overcoats
o
Russian Suits
o
with large Sailor Collars, are being
o
3 to 10 Year
worn so largely as to be almost the
o
vailing styles for boys of 2Vi to loyears
o
old. Price
$3.50 to $8.00
o
4.00 to $8.00
o
o
Boys' Caps and Hats, a Number Just Received, o
o
BOYS SHOES, All Styles
o
o
o
SHOES fjJB
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Our Christmas

Bakery Department

stock is

larger this year than ever
before. New stock arriv-in- g
daily. New and

Another New One
MOCHA SLICES
MOCHA SLICES
SUNSHINE CAKES
We want you to call and see
Our Bakery Goods sample what
we make. They are as good as
can be.

one-thir-

at prices
less than! our

d

competitors, on account of
being just oyer the line
from the high rent district.

CREAM PUFFS AND ECLAIRS
EVERY DAY NOW.

Fujmiture, Crockery

Jaffa Grocery Co.
MAIL 0RDE8S

HltY

Glassware

Faf

"Good Things to

FILLED THE SAME DAY
ABE RECEIVED.

I

i
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House Furnishers
to !
t
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Having had under consideration the danger of Japanese Invasion of American soil, the American public
has been only slightly interested In what threatents to
ixtcome a grave question. That is the recent Influx t
Hindus on the western coast. Hritlsh Columbia was th
of these orientals, ana
first to receive largo numln-rwhile the first few hundred were allowed to land wiihout
exciting apprehension In the minds of the Canadians, it
The
soon became apparent that a crisis threatened.
Hindus proved to he cheap labor of the worst sort. Not
only were they willing to work for little or nothing, hut
hey were not a desirable class of people from an occi
dental point of view. They do not readily adopt the
views and customs of the westerners.
There waa some difficulty when the protest was first
raised against allowing them to enter, In that the Hindus, lclng British subjects, and many of them
of the imperial army, they could not properly be classed
as foreigner. The dominion government was prevailed
upon, however, to promise legislation restricting the im
migration at the coming session. In doing this Canada
will be following the example of Australia, which ha.s
passed similar acts excluding Inhabitants from another
parts of the empire. This may mean that the question 11
practically settled so far as Canada is concerned.
But the invasion Is not confined to Canada. Along
the entire western coast the orientals are In evidence
and turbans have grown to be a common sight In California. They have been arriving by the. hundred, and
are a: ill coming. The longer the matter is left in ubey
ncn the harder it will be to reach a final solution of thft
problem.
There can be no question but that step,
should be taken as soon as possible to check the flow of
Uncle Sam has trouble enough on his
East Indians.
hands now looking after the cheap foreign labor already
here without permitting this new peril to grow to serious proportions. Among the negro problem, the Chinese
problem, the Japanese problem and the Hindu problem,
this conntry Is likely to have Its hands full.

Thursday, December

breaking in

No

needed

O. W. STRONG'S SONS

M

j

House Furnishers

j
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WILLIAM MclNTOSH, President

Fez- -

Trciturer and Manager

T. C. NEAD,

;S0L0M01M;LUNA.

the

Best Line of
..."
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i;,'
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with the foot"

The flexible sole Red Crocs
Shoe is comfort a hie fron.
the start.
The burning and aching
caused by stiff soles and the
evils of thin soles are prevented by the Red Cross. Ii
enables a woman to be on hei
feet for hours at a time with
comfort.
A stylish
shoe that's

absolutely
comfortable
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CARNES, O. D.

We Keep It Up

Scientific Optician

.

J Or:s

E.'iit',

$4.00
j
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A
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Let us fit yon.
SEE

fu

.. R.R

.

This

is possible

TICKETS
AND

I

Association 0tile a
Transactions

Caarantaao

118

ROSEKFIEID'S,

The Best Flour,
The Best Labor,
The Best Methods,

BOUGHT. SOLD
EXCHANGED

W. R. R. Ave.

P. MATTEUCCI
--

Or

Boot and shoemaker. Custom work

.

WILLIAM CHAPLIN
121 West Railroad Ave.
Albuquerque
Mew Mexico

Thos. F. Keleher
Headquarters for Low Prices
on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
Brushes and Jap-a-lac.

408 W,

'j

but to order. Repairing a specialty. Prices
j not only in mixing and baking,
reasonable; satisfaction guaranteed.
selling
also in taking care of and
a
'
103 North First Street
the bread. If you want the best
you'll have to use Balling's Bread.
PIONEER BAKERY
SIMON
BAL.UNQ, Proprietor
PIONEER BAKERY,
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
mTRKBT.
107 SOUTH riRBT
WEDDING CAKh-A SPECIALTY.

$3.50 and $3.00

C

.

up to the hig;hst.
by using;

Oxfords,

J,

hardware go.

Mcintosh
C. H.

Arm

A

in Albuquerque
See Ours

Railroad Avtnui

Highland Rooming House

EYES TESTED FREE
CORRECT FIT GUARANTEED
114 Railroad Ave.. Albuquerque, N.

M.

COAL
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
PER TON
..$6.50
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
TON
$8.50
PER

WOOD

5AM KEE

Chine:

Indian and
Japan,
Mexican
.

CURIOS
2IS S. Sec

Street,

MERCHANT

We desire patronage and we guar207

antee first class baking.
South First Street. Albuquerque.
UTE

ROOMING

THE-E-

HOUSE

Albuquerque, N. M.

TAILORING

UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE. O. BAM-- I
BINI, PROPRIETOR.

NEAR

POSTOFFICC AND DEPOT

No. 118 West Silver Avenue.
O. E. GALLOWAY. Manager.
MUSIC LESSONS.

Prof. N. PiMauro,' the violinist,
gives
lessons on tbe violin and manJUST ACROSS THE RAILROAD
to be the best
dolin. Guaranteed
TRACKS ON EAST R. R. AVE.
1
nue, where
solicit the patronage ol teacher in Albuquerque. Anyone deBIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
the public. All work guaranteed flrsU siring lessons address general deliv$2.25 AND $2.75
FOR
New Building, New Furniture. Steam
clasa, as I have fcad fifteen years' ex- ery, city.
Heat and Everything Connected
perience In the business. Suits made
With the Place Brand New.
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana ALBUQUERQUE NOVELTY WORKS
ROOMS BY DA V, WEEK OR MONTH
repaired. The specific I use will not
is the place to get
Injure the cloth. Indies' garments
BICYCLES FOR CHRISTMAS.
502 80UTH FIRST STREET.
NO SHORTAGE
OF GAS COKE,
also cleaned and walking skirta made
Apenis for the Oolumbia. Ramble- -,
CLEAN, SATISFACTORY, ECONOMWe do It right. ROUGH DRY. Im- to order. Give me a trial.
lt eland, Tribune and Crescent
O. DAMB1NL
ICAL. EXCELLENT
FOR
OPEN perial Laundry Co.
Birycles. CRATES, $6.00 PER TON. W. H.
F. S. HOPP1NO,
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
No. id7 North Higb
DrebsiiiiikiiiK.
Z2
South. Sicund.
BREAD and takt no other.
HAHN &. CO.
Biret't. Old telephone, Black 209 1.
MRS. M. E. HE1XDL,

Prop.

John

S.

Beaven

My merchant tailoring shop la
over No. 209 West Railroad ave-
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SMITH SAYS VISITS

WERE0TN0

BRYAN

80

JUVEKIOUSICIANS

AVAIL

BR

VERY CERTAIN

CITIZO.
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TAXES ARE NOT

TALKS TO

EVENING

Blankets, Comforters
and Pil ows

ONE NIGHT ONLY
Miss Pctronella Crane Or- Declares Every Man Should Still the People of Bernalillo
County Are Faying Up
Have Vocation and an
dered Furniture Man
Avocation.

From House.

Tuesday, Dec.
A

Assessments.

SHE THEN LOCKED THE DOOK ELOQUENT TKIBUTE TO MUSIC BANKS

RESlbT

would you like I"
lie trtx firnlture man?"
oirouniptances
A chain of curious
thut are somewhat aniusliiR stlrronnila
the ntory of a suit filed In the district
hy
afternoon
lnte yesterday
Klock & Owes aa attorneyB Tor Mis
Votronella C. Crane, who resides on
!
North Stcond street, a;ratnnt JEmmons, a well known furniture dealof
er.- and Oonstable James Smith
qnpmion:

'"Mow

26.

Petrouella entries attorneys
alien In fhelr complaint that Emmons utMt Sniith did unlawfully and
l.y force of arms take possession of
sn iteml.od list, of furniture and commit wronca to the extent of $l.t"0. the
daniORe sum sued for.
Signed a Lease Contract.
for The Evening
A representative
Citi.ea. wftio called "i on Mr. Emmons
this morning for a s'atenum in regard
to the filing of the suit, was Informed
that, the Retleman was not in. Constable Smith was seen on the street,
however, end he s?ld he was perfectly
familiar with the details.
"The alle-Ketheft. Miss Crane com
plains of wras committed last January," saM' the constable. "She had
purchased a lot of furniture from Mr.
Enimoas, enough to furnish a rooming
house, and signed a lease contract,
whereby she waived all her rights and
agreed to pay for the furniture on
Title to the property
installments.
was not to 'Pass until all the installmens were paid, so until all the payments were made the furniture really
belonged to Mr. Emmons.
Mifj! Crane told Mr. Emmons that
une b4 a bunch of cattle out here
on the mesa which s'ne Intended to
Bhln to California and sell. I have
neither seen nor heard anything ahottt
the cattle and 1 don't think Mt. Emmons ever got. any of the proceeds of
the at tie sale if any were sold, at
t any rate he didn't get sufficient, money
to compensate hlni for his goods and
Miss
he made repeated calls upon
Crane to demand a settlement, all of
which was apparent!, to no avail.
"One time Jie called at the house
with a wagon to get the furniture and
she ordered him out of the house and
locked the door iu his face.
"I wavi not present in the capacity
of constable at the tiuio we secured
the furniture, but as the agent, of Mr.
Emmons. Of course, we didn't break
into the house. We simply went there
to got Mr. Emmon's furniture and we
got It. The details will all come out
at the trial."
Miss

-

Other Suits.
Mrs. Carlotla. Barela: iias brought
suit for divorce from her husband. VV. C.
icente Barela, by her attorney,
Heacock; and Mrs. Uelle McMillen
asks a similar separation from Frank
.I. MfcMUlcn through Attorney W. B.
Childers.
J. K. Wilson has brought suit
against Alphonse Fleischer for $74".
which he alleges Fleischer owes him
for excavating and laying foundations
under certain houses, by his attorney,
H. F. Raynolds.

one-side-

I

as

SALOME

"Talk about nothing being certain
but death and taxes, let me assure
you that there are things a great deal
more cer;ain thau taxes," laughingly
remarked Joss L. Perea, deputy collector and treasurer of Bernalillo
county to a reporter for The Evening
Citizen, yesterday Afternoon, at the
office In the Bernalillo county court
house, where the newspaper man called to learn something about how 'he j
people were paying their taxes for the
period.
"Yes, there are several things morel
sure than taxes," h went on, "and
right, here in Bernalillo county there
tax dodgers, just as
are
there are in other places."
There is nothing any more cer
tain than that the prompt payment of
taxes is a positive indication of exceptional prosperity," was Interposed.
"I know of nothing." was the reply.
$100,000, Rough Estimate.
"How much money has been received for taxes p to this time?"
"That would be hard to state definitely right now, because It would necessitate a lot of work and time to de
To give you nn Idea of
termlne It.
how the people are paying up, though,
I will state that more than 3i0 tax receipts have lieen Issued above what
were handed out at this time last
year.
"A rough estimate of the 'taxes
that will be collected by this office
10tt,0(H) for this quarter,
will reach
and 1 lielieve we will probably handle
250,fMM
In taxes, licenses and other
monies In this office this year. .Accurate figures will not be available
before the first of the year, and 1
am not sure that we will be able to
have the books straightened out by
that time."
Banks Resist Assessment.
"There has been very little tax
dodging, so called, among Individuals
this quarter," said Mr. Perea. "Most
everybody. Including the railroaus,
have either paid their taxes or signl-- ,
fled their intention of doing so.
"The banks, though, are holding,
back for a legal decision.
The Ter- Bankers'
association .derltorial
to
cided
resist the market'
value assessment of M per cent whtcfi
the territorial board of equalization
has ordered, and the matter has been
taken into the courts Of course It
will rest with the decision of the case
whether the banks will pay their
taxes in conformity with the ruling,
of ihe board of equalisation or. jiot
litigation has fol"Considerable
lowed the refusal of the bankers to
stand for what they believe to be ex-orbitant assessment of their taxable
property and pending a final decision
the banks have paid no taxes, upon
advice of legal counsel."

j

Blankets from $.50

Direction of
LeCOMTE A FLESHER.
A pure,
Instructive, Illustrative
tory of the days of our Saviour.
SUPERBLY MOUNTED
CORRECTLY COSTUMED

TONIGHT
NURSERY

50c

75c

$1.00

FRUIT

Seats Now on Sale. Theater Partiet
Forming.

AND

Elk's Theatre
One Night Only

SHADE TREES,
AND FLOWERS.

Staab Building

SHESSB3I

Clear as Crystal is our
CUT GLASS

STREET.

in the IT. S. service for about sixteen
years, says: "We have tried many
eolith medicines for croup, but Chamberlain's Cough Remedy la king of all
and o2 to he relied upon every time
We also find It the best remedy f ' '
coughs and colds, giving certain
and leaving no had after ..'
fects." For sale by all druggists.

Have

We

Several

Pieces

lor

Selection

Your

ts

Friday, Dec.

4th

1

"The
King of Tramps"

Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.

a

An entertainment

from

ti

Circus

a

to

tiO.

Scenery.

Evening
mitted free.

Monday

MUSICAL SINGING AND DANCING SPECIALTIES.

that this is th best
bought line of Cut Glass ever brought
into this city. We wil positively
prove, without doubt, that it has been
tho best selling line In our fifteen
years In the business. It Is being
picked out fast.

ad-

Tuesday and Wednesday Evenings Closed.
Couples
Evening
Thursday
only.
Baritone solo by Mr.
Reynolds. Trombone solo by

livs.waitinf for.
-

been

Ladies

Introducing tiie Favorite Comedian
VICTOR FAUST.
Supported ly a Carefully Selected
Company.
50c 75c and $1.0')
Prices
Seats on sale at Matson's.

T. K. Ellis.

Friday and Saturday Eveuings
Special musical programs.
Programs every evening.
NOTE

Mr. Ellis has for years

l?en assistant director of Bar-micon& Bailey's famous
cert band and has studied
for six ye.ars.

MAUSARD MILLS are paying
per 100 pounds for good clean wlieat,
and give in exchange So founds of
the liest flouf for 125 pounds of wheat,
F. O. B., Albuquerque.
$1.40

iraiHtHJ,""'i

CALL

NOW

MAKE

AND

THE VANN

YOUR

If you wish to qualify for business
you should attend the
rVfsVi

LI

COMMERCIAL

AND

Spanish

of the Albuquerque Business College
Library Building, Albuquerque, New Mexico
rTBiWl

jXSESSSSBSi

to

STOVES
BASE BURNER

STOVES

DIAMONDS

Only In Use Two

FOR CHRISTMAS

New and

AT LESS THAN WHOLESALE
H. YAN0W, 114 R. R. AVE.

ever-beautif-

Condition

Months--Perf- ect

Ranges

Second-han- d

& CO.,

BORRADAILE

ABSOLUTE GUARANTEE

Virginia

'

Write or call for full
Information.

South Second Street

UNREDEEMED

LAW

SPELLING
8HORTHAND
TYPEWRITING

i Kirster Bros., Manufacturers

Anti-Saloo- n

CO.

BOOKKEEPING
ENGLI8H
BUSINE83 ARITHMETIC
CORRESPONDENCE

wJmmisgBH

25 in a Box
SOS

-

We offer thorough
courses In

DAY OR

tTAUV JPTgA

SELECTION!

JEWELRY

"Merry Christmas and Happy New Year

ANTI-SALOO-

UK

To the public

Roller Rink

for children

iec K'

You

At

For Ihc Week al the

CT
ii
With a plot mounted with special

The
have

We Are Willing
to State

Program

Doodle Commdy In 4
Big Lmughlnt Act

Funnier Than

KREAM

a

A Yanke

I

THAN
EXTENT
The reception committee included: TO GREATER
NORTHERN, SAYS REV. HAVHenry Clark Harold Mace,. Varney
ENS, CONDUCTING
btrong,. Charb s Lee,. Will Pomerank
CAMPAIGN
MOST USEFUL YEAR and Solomon Allen,.
King Stacy, Frank Doran. John
Kred
Wardwell, Antonio Nicolocei,
The tide is rising against tha saloon
'Mm, and Cihas. Bruno, were on the and it is
doomed, according to a stateOLD OFFICERS
AND
committee.
door
ment made Monday by Rev. W. W.
INTERESTING REPORTS SUBHavens, superintendent of the
CHILMITTED SCHOOL
League for New Mexico anil
DREN CONTRIBUTE.
TWO GOOD SHOWS
Arizona, who oeciipl"'l the pulpits in
The annual meeting of the Non- Saata Fo churches Sunday, Bays
Sectarian Benevolent society, held
COMING NEXT WEEK the New Mexican.
"Yes, the saloon is doomed," he reyesterday afternoon In the office oi
iterated. "This is not llu guess work
District Attorney t W. Clancy markof a fanatic, but is based on actual
ed the closing of the most successful
"The Holy City."
year la the history of that exceeding
facts. When Kentucky ihas ninety-seve- n
appreciative
audiences
'dry' counties out of 119 R is
This was areLarge and
ly useful organization.
aain welcoming Gordon & Ben getting toward prohibition.
Tennessun
clearly shown in the reports
magnificent
Biblical drama see has only Twelve towns within Its
mitted by the various officers and nett's
"The Holy City," the third season be- borders where liquor can be legally
committees reviewing in detail the ing
of greater importance bought, and It Is the home of the
various operations of the society for than apparently
the remarkable first two. 'Mountain Dew." Alabama and
the relief of distress aniong the more That even
theater patrons are entertained
are more than half dry and the
unfortaaate menvliers of the com- - and bettered
and otjher suthern states are following
the
mtiDltnr.
Besldt the submission iff touching storyoy old
as Christendom' the procession."
the annual reports an election of offi founded upon gosixd truths
and the
Forty-fivsuperintendent
of the
cers for the ensuing year was held, teachings
tiie Nazarene, will not be
League attended the naresulting in 4 he
of the disputed byof any one who has witnesstional
convention last month in St.
officers of last year, as follows: ed the performances.
Every man,
Ray: vice woman and child should listen to and Louis. Rev. W. W. Haves was one
ProHident. Mrs. H. H.
delegates.
the
Suipprintendent
of
president,
Grunsfeld; see
Mrs. Alfred
pure, instructive, illustrative Havens says- that the delegates comsecretary, Mrs. D. H. Cams; treasurer storythis
when pared notes of the progress being
our
days
of
Saviour
the
of
Mrs. Bernard lltleld; chairman of t lie here among men. This vivid setting
made and were gratified to learn of
relief committee.
Mrs.
Frank W forth of teachings and Instruction the
ailvascement toward prohibition
Claney.
worth a countless price to those who throughout the
entire United States.
One of the interesMng features of need and will endeavor to apply the He
that the south was making
the society's work this year was the simple powerful examples. That the morefound
rapid strides in this direction
special effort made by them through company
grand
Interpreting
this
the instrumentality of the publio drama will play an iixagement at the than the north.
school children of the city to provide Elks' 0K'ra house iJecem'-e11 is an
COMPARE
OUR $3.00 CABINET
Thanksgiving dinners for those who announcement that will Interest
all PHOTOS WITH THOSE COSTING
.
would otherwise have been unable t classes.
TWICE THAT.
COME SOON IF
obtain them, it was shown that thU
YOU
WANT THE WORK
FOR
hail resulted in the distribution of
Your Face Needs Smiles.
CHRISTMAS.
WITH OUR MODtwenty six boxes to a like number of
DAYS
"Mis. Wiugs of the Cabbage Patch" ERN PROCESS, CLOUDY
families, including in all 114 persons. says: ' What yer face needs Is smiles." ARE JUST AS GOOD.
STUDIO
Each, box contaim d chicken, bread, In
"The King of Tramps," which OPEN EVERY DAY IN THE YEAR.
fruit, peas, corn, tomatoes, pota'oes. conies to the Elks' 0era house Ix EXAMINE OUR WORK.
flour, fresh vegetables, apples, celery, cember 14. there Is nothing but smiles
M'LLETT STUDIO.
cranheries, beside butter lard, etc.
Tiie sort that comes from honest merSecial thanks were tendered by riment, caused by irresistible, enthusthe ladies to the school children, cen- iasm, from following the continuous
tral merchants and all others who moving panorama of comedy and muhave contributed in any way to the sic which for three hours flouts meradvancement of the society's work rily along in front of you. "laughing
dtirisg the year.
with Philander" Is the following day's
bye word, for truly Philander Tickle
Pickle, the unny "tramp" will get
CHRISTMAS PIANOS
you going and keep you moving with
his quaint sayings and musical tongue. "Happy? why happiness Is my
It pleases us to tell you that at our
in trade: when the world looks
stock
a
line of pianos dark to me
store we can show
just put all my troubles
equalled in few cities many times the down at the Ixiltoni
of my heart, then
siy-of Albuquerque.
I sit on the lid
ami smile'
We ask you to call, and hear
our pianos. Even If you do not buy
NO WASTE IF YOU FEED CORN
ve want to show you the pianos, the GRIT
TO
POULTRY. AFTER
makes we sell, which have made us GRINDING YOUR
IT IS WELL SIFTED.
the largest music house in the great ALL
THE FINE REMOVED THAT IS
southwest.
USUALLY
WASTED BY BEING
I.EARN'AKl) A: LINHEM ANN.
BLOWN AWAY OR MIXED WITH
THE DIRT.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
E. W. FEE.
WANTED Oood dining room girl.
602 604 S. FIRST ST.
Small hotel. Transportat ion. CimmI
camp blacksmith $4 per day.
LEES DIRT, MORE
HEAT $6.00
Employment Ageucy, lu'j PER TON, GENUINE GAS COKE.
West Silvr avenue.
W. H. HAHN . CO.

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

SHRUBS. VINES
BUY OF SOME ONE YOU KNOW.
N. W. ALGER, 124 SOUTH WALTER FXSESnCSEES

Christmas Cigars

SOCIETY'S

$1.00 to

ALBERT FABBR
....

o
King of All Cough Medicines.
Md. E. C. Case, a mail carrier of
Canton Center, Conn., who has been

COMING

SOUTHERN STATES
OPPOSE

PRODUCTS

THIS ENGAGEMENT

PRICES

from

$20.

fo

$25.00 each.

Ttin ltiivol At nlo Onnrlpt
of I"ea
Moines, Iowa, will give the best con-- '
cert ever heard In the city. Tickets
at the door.

1

s

Comforters

CHURCH,

CONGREGATIONAL

j

Strong Supporting Company.

j

irram..

BENEVOLENT

CITY

Luella Morcy

j

i

HOLY

HAVING
BOUGHT
A
OUT
8TOCK OF BLANKETS BEFORE
THE
ADVANCE
IN
PRICES, WE ARE THEREFORE ABLE TO OFFER BETTER VALUES, THAN YOU
WILL
FIND
ANYWHERE
ELSE IN THE CITY.

With

Assessment-Prosperi- ty
Now Sues For J 1.000 Damages 300 Guests Hear Concert Program Valuation
Evidenced at Collector's Office
and Glldd In Mazes of
In the District
In Receipt Increase.
Dance.
the
Court.

At Colombo hall last night the
&
l.ltid mann Juvenile
I.uarnard
pieces gave a
band of twenty-eigh- t
grand concert and ball. Attorney It.
W. I). Bryan, who was on the program to deliver an address of welcome directed his rmiarks to the
youthful musicians.
His happy talk was enthusiastically
received by the 3t0 or more guests
of the band aniong whom parents and
friends were conspicuous.
Mr. Bryan ald he liked to talk to
boys, and girls, too, for that mat'er,
only as the boys grew older this penchant decreased, while in the ca3e of
the girls It increased. "It's characteristic of the sex," he said.
The speaker's extemporaneous effort was freely punctuated with trite
stories to Illustrate the points he
made In rounding his periods, especially when he sought to show the importance of knowing the exact meaning of words.
"Boys, thtre are two words I want,
you to study well and thoroughly un
derstand," he said. "One of these Is
vocation and the other Is avocation.
The speaker then adroitly drew a dismusitinction, urging the juvenile
cians to h.ve both a vocation and an
avocation in life:
He then paid an eloquent tribute to
music and sketched the scope of Its
Influence.
"A man who has not both
a vocation and an avocation in life Is
a
d
man." aald the sneaker.
"and I know of no bt tter avocation
than the study of music. Once you
lecome a proficient musician you will
have acquired an asset that will prove
of Incalculable value to you, especial
ly If you would change your nieans of
procuring a livelihood your vocation
"The man who can do but one thing
He has
is handicapped," he added.
followed his vocation so closely aa to
crowd out everything else, therefore
It is well to choose an avocation that
may redound to your advantage and
I want to congratulate
you uKn your
determination to study music.
The Concert Program.
The concert program Included six
musical numbers, two of which were
rendered by the Juvenile band, which
Is lx months old.
The audience en
cored the young bandraen Uth times.
K. W. Reynolds offered a baritone
solo and responded with "Asthore.
Jocelyn's
A. R. Brown Tendered
violin Bescense so appealingly he was
called back.
John Emory MicKenna demonstrated
technique in his two performances on
(ho banjo, one of which was an en
core.
The order of the dance contained
sixteen numbers and four extras,.
There was twenty minutes of inter
mission,.
The First Regiment orchestra., au- gumented for the occasion., rendered
admirable dsnce music,. The orches
tra generously responded to encores
until it was announced that owing to
the lengt'h of the program it was
deemed advisable to ma'Ke the num-liershorter,. The orclustra also con
trlhuted a number on t:ie concert pro
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Ths telephone preserves your
health, prolongs your life and
protects your Itome.

duties lighter, the cares less,
and the worries fewsr.

N
second street
Whiting Building

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE
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THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
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PALMER
J.
Hay, Grain, Groceries and Fresh Meats,
PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND STOCK FOODS, FRUIT8 AND VEGETABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
501 North First Street
Both Phone.

Your Christmas Table

H. O'RIELLY & CO.
J. 2a'LEADING
DRUGGISTS-3

Mali Orders Filled Same Day Received.
BOTH PHONES
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH

BARNETT,

Prop'r.

2 0 West Railroad Avenue

Sterling Silver
Elegant Carving Sets
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LEADING JEWELERS

Col-burn- 's
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Roger's Triple Plate
Rich Cut Glass
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RAILROAD AVENUE, NEAR FIRST STREET

Wines, Brandies. Etc.
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CHARLES L. KEPPELER
(Successor to Joseph

THE DIAMOND PALACE

Finest Whiskies

T. Johnson)

e mouth Third Btrott

New and Second-Han- d
Furniture and House Furnish
ing Goods. Furniture Repairing and Upholstering a
Specialty. Mattresses Made Over. All Work
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Ill THE

EYE

OF
THIS WINTER
Certain Senators on Whom
Attention of the People
Will Be Fixed.

oisgriminatTvTaccount
CONGRESSIONAL LEADERS
La Follette. Tillman. Bailey. Iluile
and Some Others Touched
Up By

Correspondent.

(By George Robert Agnews.)
SjK'cial Correspondence.
The session of congresR that opened
in the last month of 1906 marks the
end of many careers, and the beginning of sundry others, which promise great things. "While the approaching session will be short, and probably unmarked by momentous debates,
it really stands as a turning point
The clay of
in many particulars.
radicalism Is at full dawn. The old

are passing.
days of conservatism
The people have spoken for change,
For no
and congress will respond.
where is popular feelings so quickly
felt and expressed as In congress,
particularly in the houe of represent
Men whose political lives
Unlives.
depend upon executing the will of
Jheir constituents will, not be
mealy-mouthe-

the senate. It is different, since
a senator's term outlasts (he ordinary
outburst of popular will. The issues
of yesterday are not the issues of toA senator who dedes and
morrow.
spits upon the instructions of his state,
In

a bluff at. replying, hut he had nothing handy to use except verbal
bombs, and he likes Ralley too weil
to call him names or hurt his feelings. So he took his medicine. If
the medicine had been administered
by anybody else the patient might
have made a scene.
is peculiar.
"Joe" nalley's make-uHe Is young, but ponderous. He Is
slow of speech, but quick as Ughtning
in thought. He Is destitute of humor,
but often he displays a sharp wit.
His manner is modest, hut his egotism Is enormous. He Is scrupulously polite, but quick to take offense.
He has great reverence or the dig
nlty of the senate, but has done much
to violate Its dignity. He is a prodoes not hesltat
found student,
to use sharp and shallow tricks hi
He Is alternately broad-mindedebate.
sectional, patriotic, partisan,
visionary, practical, conciliatory,
and otherwise contradictor.
Hut Halley is never stupid, never
prosy, and never Ignorant of his subject. His discrimination in keeping
out of debates which would reveal
his Ignorance Is much keener than
that of many of his colleagues on
both sides of the chumlxT.
Senator Halley is so constituted
that he will always be prominent lu
the senate as long as he stays there
and if the people of Texas are
wise, they will keep him there lor
rest of his life. It Is the universal
belief In Washington
that ".loe"
Halley has in him the making of a
statesman of the good old kind a
not a temporary
real statesman,
niHkeshlft or counterfeit.
His faults
are those of youth, such as hastiness
(,f temper, surplus egotism, too i
tense partisanship and sectionalism,
undue regard Tor shifty expedl-platof debate,
Pnt8
the excitement
when Senator Bailey can look upou
his foe with unruffled temper; when
his egotism ha settled down Into a
Just estimate of his powers and lint
itations; when he has broadened out
Into an American instead of being
merely a Texan and a southerner,
and when he has learned to scorn
be.
vain transitory forensic triumphs
Senator Tillman Is one of the read gained at the expense of candor or
iest debaters who ever sat in the sen- scrupulous fair play, he will have bete. He Is not a smooth talker any come one of the great figures In the
thing but that. But he speaks with lengthening line of famous senators.
such startling frankness that the sen.
Think He Ha Arrived.
ate cocks its ear to listen. It never
It Is a serious fact, proving Mr.
He
next.
coming
is
what
knows
Bailey's
of egotism, that
seems always, when angry, to be on he resentsoversupply
descriptions
of himself
all
violence
of
verge
outbrust
of an
the
what
speak
which
will be. He
of
he
anrgy,
not
but
and profanity. When
thinks he Is fullblown and complete,
merely disgusted, his tongue drops as
Is. He does not like the idea
distilled scorn. It Is like the whip thathehe has not
reached his growl h.
the
of scorpions. It literally lashes
But, although he is past forty, it is
subjects of his contempt.
nevertheless true that
is still
The senate has seen Tillman In ac growing. He Is an oak,heand not a
tion so often that it is never satis willow.
It will be surprising if, in
fied with him unless he Is on the the session about to begin.
Senator
rampage. Yet Tillman is n hard stu- Bailey
does not unconsciously reveal
dent, and has managed to dig p a
he has developed depth and
lot of rascality, which he has merci- that
since Ills last appearance In
lessly exposed. It is said he has balance
chamber.
senate
the
during
pnst
lot.
bihti
a
the
discovered
Other men are likely to loom large
mer, especially in relation to the
the coming session. One of them
railroads. He Is sure to be ! at
loomed large at many previous
has
In
one of the most prominent figures
sessions Eugene Hale, of Maine.
the senate this winter.
His grip has been strong for years,
Bailey a Queer Mixer.
but It is tighter now than ever. As
Next to Tillman sits "Joe" Bailey, Senator Allison, crowned with years
of Tens. Bailey and Tillman had and honor, begins fc take in sail. Sena row during the closing days of the ator Hale comes forward as the logilast session. Tillman made one of cal successor to the man from Iowa.
his slurring remarks about lawyers
He will become chairman of the comhe Is only a farmer himself, he says mittee on approapiiatipns when Alli- ,
and Bailey resented It. Bailey son steps out. This may be
prides himself upon being a lawyer.
as Mr. Allison Is not In condiHe proceeded to dress Tillman down tion to stagger much longer under
to the queen's taste. Tillman made such a load.
represent
railroads.
tlo
siionowd
Standard Oil, mining swindles, land
frauds, meat trusts, and everything
but the people. I.a Follette hit out In
all directions. He gave "Sieve"
a dig. He struck Aldrlch. He
took time to strike a vicious blow
nt Foraker. Tom Carter came In for
a swipe. He did not forget Henry
Cabot lxdge. He intimated that his
colleague Spooner was an enemy of
the republic. At Salt Lake Senators
Smoot and Sutherland of Utah, In-- I
troduced him to un audience of (len- 1a Follette then
tiles and Mormons.
launched Into a strong "roast" of
That helped
Smoot and, Sutherland.
Finally. Ia Follette Jumped
some.
upon Senator Fulton of Oregon.
When Fulton was asked what ho had
to say In reply, he remarked, with
senatorial blandness, "lfs a waste of
lather to shave an ass."
Senator Loves a Fight.
So La Follette comes to Washington with a fine assortment of enemies,
who will do their best to make his
As
term In the senate Interesting.
he loves to fight he will be In clover
during the whole session.
Some people think they would like
to see a combat between Senator
and Senator 1a Follette. They
Ii
think 11 should he Interesting.
would not. La Follette Is not a dangerous man in debate, as debate is
conducted in the senate. Tillman
would make mincemeat of him. Tillman's powers of repartee, his astonishing mental agility, his savage aggressiveness, and his willingness to
irn to any length, Including a fist
fight, make him a dangerous anver- sary. Of course, much of his sav
agery is gallery play. That satanle
scowl of his Is not nearly as ominous
,
as It appears. He does no: content-jundrawing a knife and disera
bowellng his opponent, as the gallery
fears. Yet the gallery knows, anu
every senator knows, that Tillman
would, If goaded to It, snatch an inkstand or draw a knife and go at his
tormentor without regard to conse
quences. So his scowl is always interesting as a hint of what might
Tiil-ma-

as orae of them have, may be a hero
the time he comes up for
Some senators are so fortunate as to have a constituency which
elects them, whatever they may ao
and however they may vote. It Is
these senators, making the Job a lifeIn
long study, who control affairs
congress.
The new voices may be
loud, but the grip of the
is strong.
Among the newcomers who is attracting much attention and wlio
promises to become still more prominent la the coming session is Kobert
Marlon LaPollette. senator from Wisconsin. Is he a blatant demagogue,
as his enemies assent, or is he John
the Baptist in advance of the mllle-niucalling upon the people to
make their paths straight?
La Follette Has Made Enemies.
arous
Senator Ia Follette has
ed Intense enmities since ho entered
the senate. He has made strong
friends, also. He does nothing by
halves. He is not a moderate in any
sense. When he fights he runs
amuck, and burns his ships behind
him. Either he believes In the
lows he advocates with his whole
kouI. and is ready to lrun at the
stake for them, or he is a consuni
mate actor, who delights In fooling
everybody, including himself.
lA Follette is a small man, stock
ily built.
He wears a long froc
coat. He is always highly scented
too highly scented to be agreeable
to some of his colleagues. His hair
What a tale of
ah, his hair!
terlmlence that staring upright hair
tells! U slicks Btraight up, as fctiff
as a broom. It is bown, with a tint
of red. It gives the Wisconsin sfntes-- j
man a terrible aspect as he shakes
He does not
his head and
Hhout; he bellows. Of a sudden his
bellow shrinks to a soft, cooing whisper.
He caresses his hearers with
that sinuous voice. It even whines as
he squirms his shoulders about; and
looks up sldewi.-t- from under bushy
iirows. Then he bursts out again,
his arms shoot toward and upward,
his horrid hair rears as if to strike,
and from that undersized body Issues a ttellow that would stir up envy
In an Andalusian 4.ull. Oh, it is fine!
And it takes the groundlings by
storm.
'What is (he effect upon the senate? Well, that Is different. These
old senators are not totally Ignorant
of the art of oratory, although most
when
of them are sorry
they try to ply the art themselves.
Most of them do not listen to 1
at all. , They read, or tell
itories. or go out for a smoke. La
Kollette keeps his eye on the empty
Keats around him, but his soul la
in the galleries. He knows the American people are listening to him. He
speaks to (hem.
Has Accomplished Good.
Tills uian h;is done some gowl during iiix brief term in the seuat.
that his
Grant (hat he is an
voice and its accompaniments ate exerted bokly for the use of the gal
He has, notwithstanding..
leriea.
forced honest treatment of the Indians. He has forced an Investigation of the grain elevator trust. He
hill
las forcrd consideration of the emlimitim; the hours of railroad
ployes. This bill Is now the unfinished business of the senate, thanks to
It comes
I. a Toilette's persistence.
up at once .and so long as he Is there
He pours
it cannot be squelched.
out facts, figures, argument, logic, In
stream.
It overan inexhaustible
whelms the senate. Purely to get rid
he
of him and his tireless stream,
senate U likely to pai8 the bill.
At firat the senate tiled to squelcii
Follette. It would not work . It
sunt him down in the subbaseinent,
in the committee on improvement of
the Potomac river front a dead and
munimifletl committee, which never
ineeU. ami which could uot do any
Follette bob-legood if it did meet.
up terenely, "butted In" all along
the liue, trampled on a few sacreu
.uiidtoriul precedents, g it himself dis
liked here uud there, and won applause from (ho plain people throughout the whole country.
IHirlns ?he past summer, Senator
has 1een employing hi
i
lima criticising his colleagues in the
si niti'. The last session had hardly
closed before he was on the Liiau
tauqua platform, pouring hot
to the senators, who ui'e
toy

old-time-
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Eugene Hale's chief characteristic
Aldrlch In Tine Fettle.
Is absolute Independence. Ho is not
Senator Aldrlch, of Rhode Island,
led to any man or set of men. H
is coming to Washington In fine shape
Is rich and is assured of a seat In this winter.
He is In good health,
long
as
He
he lives.
the senate as
nnd has Just completed a palace near
la as frank of speech as Tillman him. Providence that would put Newport
self. While possessing greater abil- to shame. People who say that
ity and infinitely greater power. Sengrip on the senate Is looseator Hale performs services of untolu ning do not know the ways he keeps.
value to his country. He Is an Inde- He Is stronger than ever, more refatigable worker, and the quality of sourceful, and more popular with his
his work Is of the highest. He com- colleagues.
As the tariff question
pletely dominates the committee on seems to hxm up senators of ordinaval affairs, of which he Is chair nary caliber run to Aldrlch as little
Aid-rich-

It Is hardly too much to say chickens run to the mother hen. He
that he dictates to congress what it Is master of the finances and tails
shall do in naval matters. The navy schedules the only master there Is.
credits Hale with all that It gets
Aldrlch is finance minister of the
and blames him for all that It falls government alsonot In name, but
man.

to get and I' is usually right. Sen.
ntor Hale, however, does not confine
his labors to naval affairs, but watches all the machinery or the government, from the president down.
Stirs Up the Animals.
Once or twice during a session the
ninn from Maine says a few words In
the senate, apparently for the sake
of seeing the fur fly. He takes a
whack nt the president, distributes a
few well-pla- t
ed Jabs nt the cabinet officers, snd thumps minor officials unmercifully. His criticism of naval officers is sometimes painfully frank
and to the point. He Is equally frank
In showing army officers where their
weak spots are. Whenever Senator
one of these brief
Hale begins
spteches the news is instantly telephoned down to the state, war, and
navy buildings, nnd the three big departments are on the tiptoe of excitement. They never know whai
Hale is likely to say. He Is just as
apt as not to blurt out a department secret. More than once he has
thrown a javelin or two nt the state
department and Its conduct of foreign relations, with the result that
he has had foreign offices in verlous
European capitals by the ears.
Senator Half's manner Is not engaging to the stranger in the galler
ies. He has a haughty air as he rises
and stands motionless, awaiting
After having been recognized,
he stands silent until senators are absolutely quiet. This slight mannerism has something
about it which
grates upon the stranger. He is provoked still further when Senator Hale
begins, for the senator's voice is inaudible. He speaks directly at the
vice president, and seems to care
nothing for the people above him.
They can hear him or not he doesn't
care.
But after Senator Hale has spoken
a moment or two he is easily heard.
He speaks quietly always, although
audibly after the first, sentence is out.
He indulges In no flourishes of any
kind. - His language Is compact and
bluntly to the point, but not devoid
Mr. Hale can use
of Imagination.
sarcasm when he likes with withering effect. His tongue is sharp and
polished. He chooses his words with
deliberation, but without hesitation.
Some of his phrases are epigrammatic. Occasionally he employs a word
that Is so pat as to pass Immediately into current use.
It Is probable
that during the coming session, which
will be devoted largely to matters of
appropriation and expenditure. Senator Hale will be more prominent on
the floor than during the last session
when the railroad rate bill was up.
He does not. make speeches on such
things. He Is not seklng the bubble
reputation, and he does not appear
to care how the public regards him.
reog-nltlo-

In fact. La3t spring, when San Fran
clsco people came here to ask for a
loan of $10,000,000 of government
money, they went to Secretary Shaw
first a funny blunder.
Of course,
he sent them to Senator Aldrlch. Aldrlch listened to them, told them how
powerless he was, and what a small
figure he cut in congress, and advised them to drop the plan. They
went back to Secretary Sliaw. Shaw
said: "I'll lend you the money If you
will get a note from Aldrlch saying
It will be O. K." The committee trot
ted back to Aldrlch, but they didn't
get the note.. He merely shruggea
his shoulders and told tnem he was
only a senator.
Senator WHnthrop
Murray Crane,
or Massachusetts,
also comes to
Washington In fine shape for a win
ter's work. He Is a bridegro6m, hav
ing married one of the charming
Boardman Bisters of Washington.
Senator Crane is another Aldrlch,
when diplomacy and mixing qualities
are needed. He Is becoming a power in the senate. Yet he never made
a speech in his life, and would faint
If called upon to do so.
His influence U entirely personal and based
on the fact that he Is not only the
prince of good fellows. In a getleman
ly and quiet way, but an amazing
business genius. He can unravel a
tangled situation with the skill of a
Houdinl. His genius is purely modern and of the Yankee type. He
neither looks nor druses like a
statesman, and he would laugh if he
were addressed as cne.
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J. D. Bakln, President,
G. Gioml, Vice President

Cfaas. Mellnl, Secretary
O. Bachechl, Treasurer.

Consolidated Liquor Company
Successors to

MELINI & EAKIN, and BACHECHI

PLENTY Or QUAIL

WMOLKBALK DCALKR

IN QUAV COUNTY.
been received at San-

Reports have
ta Fe from Quay county that there
are large coveys of quail, of the California variety, and that hunters in
the vicinity are killing them In great!
numbers.
It Is urged that more
stringent laws should be enforced.
When asked about the hunting of
quail In the southwest, Game Warden
William (Jriffln said:
"There Is nothing to be done. The
quail season does not expire until December 31, and there Is no recourse
under the law for persons who would
like to protect game."
A Western Wonder.
There's a Hill at Bowie, Tex., that's
twice as bi? as last year. This won-dIs W. L. Hill, who from a weight
of 90 pounds has grown to over 80.
He says: "I suffered with a terrible
cough, and doctors gave me up to die
of consumption. I was reduced to 90
pounds, when I began taking Dr.
King's New Discovery for consumption, coughs ad colds. Now, after
taking 12 bottles, I have more than
doubled in weight and am completely
cured." Only sure cough and cold
cure. Guranteed by all druggists.
60c and It. Trial bottle free.

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
W

In stoek to outfit tbo
kpmostrirythlng
fastidious bar eomploto

Have been appointed exclusive agents In the 8outhweit for Jos. 8.
Schlitz, Wm, Lemp and 8t Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. McBrsyefe Cedar Brook, Louis Hunter, T.J. Mon.
arch, and other standard brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the straight article as received by us from the best Ylnerle,
Distilleries and Breweries la the United States. Call and Inspect our
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List,
issued to dealers only.
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of all the beer
practically one-ha- lf
consumed in the world today is
r taken with meals. Whether it be
with the laborer's cold lunch, the
repast or the "home
spread," observing ones must concede to good beer, the place it has
won as the nation's health beverage.
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Chickering & Sons Pianos

.

...SOLD ONLY BY THE...

MLIHIC
WHITSON
(Established
1882.)

CO.

Come in and examine our new Holiday Stock. Everything in music
a talking machine to a Grand Piano Sold on our new easy pay-

frm
M

ment plan.
116 South Second street.

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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Wiener as a Table Beverage

-

The hop bitters act as an appetizer and digestant and the malt is nourishing and "foody."
The result is eminently satisfying. Nature knows the value of Blatz Wiener as a dietetic.
Intelligence fosters Nature's demands. As a culinary adjunct Blatz Wiener is the beverage
par excellence. It gives you that well fed feeling. Order a case sent home.

VAL BLATZ BREWING CO.,

L. BELL & CO.,
West Silver Avenue.

122

Blatz Wiener beer possesses every eleof
beer
quality. Its very fragrance and "body" suggests at
ment
once the honesty of its ingredients. The Vitality of the
malt and the aromatic properties of the hops are manifest in every glass. The Blatz method of preparing the malt and
original style of brewing accomplish certain results peculiar to
Blatz Beers this is the secret ofBtatz character.

d

,

health inspiring, 9appetizing, nourishing the

beer must be good.
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WAY FOR EVERYBODY WANTS US
TO TAKE CARE OF THEIR PLUMBING CONTRACTS. THERE'S A REASON FOR OUR POPULARITY, INVESTIGATION
WILL PROVE THAT
WE DO HIGH CLASS PLUMBING
WORK AT THE RIGHT PRICES. TO
PROVE
THIS GET OUR ESTIMATES.
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pleasantly situated,
easy to reach,
relieves pai;:.
builds up the system,

cures
cures
cures
cures
cures

rheumatism,
t dney ailments.

diabetes,
indigestion,
dropsy.
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See Santa Fe Agent for round
trip rates, good for thirty days.
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Hot Times
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RAILROADTOPICS

Are Coming

Trainmaster P. Ripley Is In the city
from San Marcial.
The Santa Fe had better put "23"
on some of the dinky engines It hns

If you buy your heater
of us. We handle the

celebrated

BRIDGE-BEAC-

line of stoves and ranges. Prices and terms
to suit all.
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service on the Rio Orande division.
It was current in railroad circles
that H. W. Jacobs of San Rernardin-- ,
Col., had been ap)ointed as assistant
superintendent of motive power for
directhe Santa Fe system, tinder
tion of Superintendent Alfred Ivell,
,
who has headquarters at. Toin-kathe
appointment to take efftet at once.
In

m

m

'

,

She has not had an

being shipped to Chicago, and Oklahoma statutes provide that any railroad or express company hauling unlawfully 6hiped game shall be subject
to a fine of $500, which goes to the
ized statements from Chief Forester county
school fund.
Gilford Pinchot showing the receipts
and disbursements of the two forest WHAT THE SANTA FE
reserves for the past fiscal year, July
SUNDRIES COST
1, 1!)05, to June 30, lu6.
Someliody on the Santa Fe has figAnnexed to the Individual state- ured out nearly $500 dally for track
ments Is a report showing that the walkers and night watchmen. Also
total receipts for the year from all $l,5oo for the water lis locomotives
reserves, less the refunds, were use. The expense of maintaining
t7U5.533.01.
The total expenditures equipment amounts to $30,ooo evtry
for the forest service during
the twenty-fou- r
hours. While the Santa
same
ediod were $1,197,342.53, of Fe is liberal in its advertising, It
protec$779,519.29
was for the
which
cost more money the last fiscal year
tion and Improvement of the forest re- to keep ice, snow and wteds off the
serves.
tracks than it did to pay for newspaIn the Jemez forest, reserve for the per and
magazine advertisements.
fiscal year the receipts were largely books of travel, timetable folders and
in excess of the disbursements.
This pictures.
comes from the fact that the receipts
embr-ce- d
the entire calendar year SWITCHMAN REGGS
while the expenditures were only for
LOSES HIS ARM
Charles Ueggs, day fort man of the
March, April, May and June.
Sanla Fe switchmen, fell under a car
The lollowmg are the receipts and about mldnig'.it Mondiy night and had
,
expenditures of the Jemez forest re-- his right arm so badly crushed by the
serve:
wheels that It was necessary to amputate It lielow the elbow, says the
RECEIPTS.
4DU.00
i rinldad Chronicle.
$
Timber soles
No one knows just how the acci30.00
Timber trespass
Timber trespass
dent happened. The man is said to
Urazing
14,775.14 have leen Intoxicated and evidently
Special privileges
5.00 slipped In the mud from the falling
rain and his arm was run over withTotal
$15,210.63 out his knowing II. The maa did
5.12 not know what had happened to him
Refund
for two hours after 4 he accident, be- Net total
$1 205.51 ' ing in a profound stuiKir.
j
The injured man v2s taken to the
DISBURSEMENTS.
$2,(138.94 hospital Boon after lie was discovered
Salaries
43.90 by some of the men in the Santa Fe
Travel
Equipment . . .
7.65 yards, and Dr. Grass amputated the
arm below the elbow. Mrs. Reggs
Communication
was with her husband at the hospital.
Shelter
Reggs
came to
Mr. and Mrs.
Protect ioa .. .,
87.50
Emergencies ..
105.55 Trinidad some mo:iths ago from California and have been living at 308
They have no chilTotal
$2,883.54 Kansas avenue.
dren. Reggs Is 38 years of age.
Pecos River Forest Reserve.
The following are the receipts and
flty of Toledo,
exi'enditures of the Pecos rivi r for- State of Ohio,
Lucas t'ounty. 8.
'
est reserve:
Frank J. t'henncy makes onlh that he
Is senior partner of the lirnt of K. J.
RECEIPTS.
t'heney & Co.. doing biiMlnpwi in the
Timber sales
$1,150.33 1'ity
of Titled'. County nnd State aforesaid, find that gaiil nrm will pay the sum
Timber settlemtnts
(INK
IIUNDKKD DrM.l.ARS for each
Tlmlier trespass
425.50 of
and every cane of Catarrh that cannot
U razing
tlTu.ua be curiil by the use
of Hall's Catarrh
Special privileges
FRANK J. CHUNKY.
22.30 Cure.

".w.KrY.,

.

Why Perfect Beer

0
Means Health 0
0
Tie Best Beer If Possible Only With 0
Malt A Scientific Fact
0
About Brewing:.
0
Krfpot
limltliful
l.uild.i
tip
iIik'oihim. uml acts ;is 0
u Ionic in Kivintf
vitality.
beer is posxlble only wiUi
0
malt, and a pnf.'t
malt van only he
made
the
jto us usiil by 0
0
Malt ii made from barley.
ontaiim
its lenient. iry form the 0
to bullil up the
oiistituvtits thut
process of niukiiiK 0
human system.
malt,
tome of our readers may
know,
liueh the same its the iro
of digestion.
started 0
'the' Kr;iin
Krowintc and the eliemical change that 0
take place when it sprouts are
lo Ike action of the digestive fluids in 0
Ihe body if the grain were eaten,
t'auat has proven by scientific,
periments ond cixty years of practical 0
brewing that
day are required 0
in Making malt to
ubout those
necessary chemical channel by which 0
the perfect predigestcj, malt, Is
In many bietvetiea the old 0
process is mill ucil and the
0
mull la of furctxi, nnnuiui'jl
It lacks in nutrition and is
t"--
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It
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eight-da-
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'J'ho

uh
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ebH

in

Mimilar
ex-

bring"

four-da- y

develop-UUIl-
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in

nil way inferior, much of the vital
nutriment of the" train beiut;pro.lost. The
ess remalting
l'.ibft eight-datain In prediKesteJ form in the beer
ing dilall of the nutritious, lie-fi- i
uent of eight-Jathe grain,
malt, the perte.t
t'abst
mult, doubles the cost of br wliifc but
1'ahM Malt, with the exclusive l'abl
method of brewing, make 1'abxt Hlue
ltihbon lleer superior a a nourishing
tonic und a delicious beverage.
If your food doesn't taste just right.
r if your digestion i u little off." or
Vour appetite i poor, drink I'abst Iiluo
Itthbon beer before or wilh your meal.
nd rind out for yourself bow good it is.
y

y
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0
0
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0
0

0

at Reduced

Price.
SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING IS THE ONLY
T.ME TO BUY A BUGGY. THAT NOTION IS COSTING THEM
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET US
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

.

Albuquerque Carriage Company
Corntr Ftr$t Street and TljTa Avenom

K000O0X)0OXX
WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVE
HUE Iff XT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

0000C00
VISIT OUR NEW

The Leader

WE HAVE THREE FLOORS COVERED
WITH
- . .
STYLES ON THE MARKET Or

J. KORBER

Lap Robes
Horse Blankets

CO.,

&

ALBUQUrRQVr, NMW MEXICO

ARE PREPARING FOR IT NOW
the Enormous Prices Usually Charged

We Imported nearly all of our Xmas goods last March for this Xmas.
Just think of it. Hottght them nearly a year ago In order to sell them
below any one. And we'll do It; wait and see if we don't. Wonderful
values in both stores comtmnclug
et Monthly morning, lleeember
10, until December 18th..
'

THIRD STREET

KILL the COUCH
AND

WITH

Dr. King's

All Kind

Discovery

Prlet
SOotSt.OO
OLDS
Fr Trial.
Surost and Quickest Our for all
THROAT and LUKO TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.
0NSUMPTI0N

Commencing Next Monday

OUGHSand

Dolls, kid Ixidy, and dressed dolls, assorted sizes In the lot worth
up to 35c and sold everywhere at that price, about i:.tl in the
lot all for
Dolls, beautifully dressed dolls, each in a lox, and fine kid body
dolls, sold everywhere at 50c, at the Railroad Avenue Store,

choice
size dressed dolls worth $1.0(1 at ,
Drums, swords, guns, arks, doll hats, black boards large Rize
oces rag dolls, large parlor croquet, hooks by the best
authors, beautiful vases and ornaments, sugar and creams,
china decorated cups and saucers, games, blocks, Iroa toys
or all kind, tin kitchens and hundreds of other beautiful
Xmas gifts at
Whole tables full of toys at 5c and
Kxlra large medallion pictures worth 45 and 50c for

5c
uric
tliic

kind, plates, salad bowls, large china pitchers, cake plates,
large imKrted bisque ornaments, pictures, jewelry, rings,
pins, watch chains and hundreds r new artb 'es just received, go on sal. at
Lacquered Japanese handkerchief, boxes, glove boxes, or bread
rays at
Hundreds of toys, tree ornaments, etc., at 5c and

HMUFACTURING

Prop.

CO..

:ic

o0

INSURANCE,

REAL ESTATES
PUBLIC.
Room S, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone. J74.
NOTARY

ir,c

Opposite the Postoffice and 311 West Railroad Ave.

NORTH THIRD BTRinre

BECKER

Opposite the Santa

m.
MALL, froprftor
Iron and Brass Casting; Or, Co
and bamber Cara; rkAftUsa.
FulUyi, Grade Ban, Bakklt Metal; Col acini sad Iroa VrvmU tat

Building.

Itapalra am Mtmlma aatf Mill Maahlnary a Bpaalalty
Foundry aaat alda at railroad track.
Alkvqaarfaa,

(

ax

I, 1906

re Depot

ADOLPH BECKER, Proprietor

RANKIN & CO.

FIRB INSURANCE, REAL H3TAT&.
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armijo Bulldlaa,

f'fiiil

THE HICHL AND L IVER x
BAMBROOK

LIVERY

AND

BBOB.. Proaa.
8TABLI

BOARDING

8ADDLE HOR8E8 8PECIALTY.
The "Sadie" for mountain parties and
st special rates on week days.
Auto Phone 604.
No. 112 John St

i ilii 1
I

A. E. WALKER,
riRK

INSURANCE.
Secretary

Mutual Building inosse
tion. Office at S17 West RaOreai
OF THE COLD arenas.
we appreciate
a perfectly heated
house, but it Is not every house that
Is properly warmed. If yours is lackW. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
ing in any way. or If you are undecided what is the best system to install in a new house and need Infor- LIVERT, SALE, FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES.
mation that is trustworthy and Talu-abllet us know of your trouble. Horses and Mules Bought
and
We are specialists for hot water, hot
changed.
air and steam heating.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THB Olf
Standard Pfumbfng & Heating Co Second Street, between Railroad
and
Copper Arenas.
COMING IN OUT

Machine Works

HOTEL

New Management, November

BaTLKM, M. Nf.

nc

THE LEADER

TOTI A GRADI

;

ic

ir,o

with IUaoe ft Manger.
Offlcs, 115 North First 81
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

vdand.lWo

O. A. SLEYSTER

go-car- ts

MAUGER

I

l.lc

Doll carriages and
Hoys' wagons and carts
Silk handkerchiefs, women's beautiful lcaded facinators, ladles'
collars, mittens, hundreds of toys end dolls, boys" hats, some
worth up to 75c, boys' satin lined caps, beautiful china of all

W. E,

iiIujh th lleblug st once, sets Dealers in Groceries, Proylslons, Has.
usa txnillicn. ir'vefl inntfttit ra.
Grain and Fuel.
lift. Dr. Willluins'InillnnPileOInU
inont UnrttnartHl far Plies audi idl Fine Line of Imported Wines, blqiert
ing of Ihn pnvato part.
Evrry box Is
and Cigars. Place your orders tea
wurranien. tiy nruuRists, ny tn.oi on
this line with as.
of prire. oil cent ana SI. 00. WILLUMS

KOIt SALE BY S. VANN & SON.

Opposite P. O. Commencing Next Monday at 9 a. m.

8trt

"William' Indian Pile

10c

At the Second Street Store

of Fresh and 8a It Mail
8team 8auag Factory.
E.MIL KLEINWORT.
Masonic Bulldlnc, North Third

cure HUnd,
10)11 E SDr.
snd Itching
Piles, lmtisorbslhetuaiorm.

u
15,.

Meat Market

CURE thb LUNGS

Nov

At The Leader on Railroad Ave.

Foundry and

LATEST

Carriages. Buggies,
Roundabouts, Etc,
Harness & Saddles,

AT 9 A. M.

Albuquerque

THE

LVU"V'"i

Next Monday, Dec. 10,
You Will Save Half

STORE

212 NORTH SECOND STREET

Don't Buy Your Toys, Dolls, China or Holiday Goods
Until the Big Sale Commences at Both Our Stores

VK

j j

j

:

K0O0OSCOKK8KSKSCl
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Its Location

y

-

rter trS&H a rness

If

at-

H
H

Vehicles

rjf

body

cleansers and life giving tonic pills on
earlb. 25c at all druggists.
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
BREAD and take no .ther.

light-Da-

won

m

ROCK ISLAND SUED AT ENID
FOR GAME LAW VIOLATION
County Attorney Hutt has filed suit
In Ihe district court at Knld, Oklahoma, against the Rock Island road
for violation of the game law. It. was
over this road thut the car load nf
quail seized at Knld on Friday was

y,

Pills.

Is to love, children, and no home
can be completely happy with
out them, yet theordcal through
which th etpectant mother
must pass usually is so full of suffering1,
danger and fear that she looks forward
o ibe cri ical hour with apprehension
and dread. Mother's Friend, by its rcne- traticg aod soothing properties, allays nausea, nervousness, and
all unpleasant feelings, and so prepares the system for the
ordeal that she passes through
the event safelj and vith but Fjfl
little suflering, as numbers have
til
testified and said, "it is worth
U
its weight in gold." $1.00 per
Book containing
bottle of druggists.
valuable information mailed free.

Wait for the big Toy Sale at

Sworn to before nie and subscribed in
my prenence, this Gth day of December,
Total
$2,274.68 A. D. 1SXC.
A. W. c.t.KASON.
Refunds
7.50
(Nonl.l
Notary Public.
Is taken internally
Cure
Hall's
Catarrh
Net total
$2,267.18 anil Hits directly on the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Bend for
DISBURSEMENTS.
free.
Salaries
$4,192.00 testimonials
CO.. Props.,
J. CHENEY
Travel
28.70
Toledo, Ohio.
Equipment
Take Hall's Family Pills for
118.17
Communication
297.00
Shelter
54.40
FORT HA YARD, N. M., NOV. 28.
Protection
in triplicate
for
Emergencies
42.00 Sealed- proiiosals
sinking and walling a brick well 15
Total
$1,732.27 feet in diameter, 45 feet deep, at this
post, will le received here until 11 a.
in. Dec. 27 1906 and thea opened. InTO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take LAXATIVE
EKOMO Quinine formation furnished on application.
Tablets. Druggists refund money If United States reserves rigtit to accept
U fails to cure.
E. W. GROVE'S or reject any or all proposals or any
New Cure for Epilepsy.
part thereof. Envelopes . containing
J. B. Waterman of Wntertown, O., signature is on each box. 25c.
proiKisals Kbtull be endorsed
"Prorural free delivery, writes: "My
your
Give us
ROUGH DRY work, posals for sinking ond walling well"
daughter, afflicted for years with
Monday,
get
and
it back Wednesday. and addressed1 to Capt. S. P. Vestal,
' Ir. King's New
was cured
Imperial Laundry Co.
quartermaster.
Life

tack for over two years." Best

PAGE SEVEN
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Fort st Supervisor iecm F. Knelpp
tlasi he been lured to sonic lonely
snot t the HiirroundiriK mountains of the Jemez and Pecos river forest
and nmrdored, or, mifferiiiK as he was reserves has received official Itemfrom the depressing effects of a carbuncle hat has been giving lihn great
pain for some time past, has his mind
jsivem way. causing him to rhe from
friends and' home? nre questions that
are seriously worrying the many
friends of Charles Husted, who Friight mysteriously disappeared
day
from the Schuerman hotel, and has
not since been seen or heard of, says
the Preacot Journal-Miner- .
Among those most concerned for
Ihe safety of Husted Is Geo. H.
Schuerman, proprietor of the hotel
where Husted has been a trusted clerk
Mr.
for the past seventeen years.
Schuerman states that on Friday
evening Husted came to him complaining of a carbuncle that had been
worrying him for some time past, and
asked If there was any known cure.
Mr. Schuerman told him that he knew
of o cure, and suggested that Husted
had best consult a physician.
Shortly after this conversation
Husted disappeared from the hotel,
wUheut lelling anyone or leaving any
Intimation of his departure, and despite all efforts of Mr. Schuerman and
other friends of Husted, no trace of
him has since been obtained.
Not until Saturday morning was
Husted missed from his accustomed
duties. A search of his room at thai
time developed the fact that he had
left all in order. Later in the day Mr.
Schuerman called up all the city's
physicians and inquired if Husted had
visiled them the previous evening.
The answer was the same In every
case that he had not.
Mr. Schuerman then telephoned the
hospitals, but Husted had not gone
to any of them. Schuerman then tried
the livery stables, but Husted had
hired no rigs, and a call at the S. F.,
I'. t. P. ticket office developed the
fact that he had purchased no ticket
there for any point along Its lines.
Although joined in the search for
the missing man by a large number of
his friends, and although strenuous,
endeavors to locate him have been
kepi up since Saturday morning, up
to an early hour "his morning no
truae of him or his whcioalioiiis had
been secured.
No adequate reason for flight tan
be advanced by any of the friends of
Husted, as his accounts a' the liolel
were perfect It y straight, and as he
took no weal ing nppurcl or food with'
with him, it Is feared that he may
have met with foul play.
Husted is a man of large stature,
weighing some L'85 pounds, about six
feet tall, auburn hair, smooth shaven,
and rdinarily of a jovial disixisition.
Almost everyone that knew him was
his friend, and he was not known to
have a enemy in the world, so that
his friends are utterly at a loss to ac
count for his more than mysterious
disappearance.

CITIZEN.

Several lioxes of important printer's
supplies were shaped from St. Ixuis
on October 24. The boxes arrived
here yesterday.
That's slower time
than the stages made the distance be- THE EfUDririD RIGLUIOR CO., Atlanta, Ga.
tween St. Ixnils and Albuuqerque
years ago, when the stages were stopAny skin itching is a tnnper-lesler- .
ped at intervals by road agents and
Dyspepsia Is our national ailment.
Indians.
The
more you scratch the worse It Hurdock Hlood Blttors is the national
m
m
m
cure for it. It strengthens
stomach
The Santa Fe hns at last seen fit to Itches. Doan's Ointment cures piles, membranes, ipromotes flow of diges-HvFive the Santa
branch trains eczema any skin Itching. At all drug
Juices, purifies the blood, builds
botttr connections wiAh tile main line stores.
you up.
9.
prompt
December
trains.
After
connections will be made wilh train
No. 10, the Santa Fe train leaving
mil
Lamy for the capltol Immediately after the arrival of the other. This will
make it an incentive for Albuquerque
people going to the Capital City to get
up for the early train.
m

Friends of That City Are Anx- Supervisor Knelpp Receives
Statements Showing Reiously Looking For
ceipts and Disbursements.
Charles Husted.

m

EVENING

BEI.EN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.. AT THE JUNCTION OK THE MAIN
LINE OP THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING
EAST AND WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS
CITY, GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE
FRANCISCO.
EASTERN
AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
PASO AND TEXAS.
1,000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 23l
140 FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 80 FEET WIDE,
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
ANT)
OLD SHADE TREES;
GRAND
PUBLIC
SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES;
COMMERCIAL CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1.500
PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE MERCANTILE ESTABLISHMENTS; THE BELEN PATENT ROLLER
MILL. CAPACITY 100 BARRELS DAILY; LARGE.
WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, ETC.
BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
WOOL, F1XUR. WHEAT, WINE. BEANS AND HAY
IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO. ITS IMPORTANCE
WITH

AS A GREAT. COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
TEE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATED.

rOsvcvooooooosooos)
K7CMBCCHSs000OSCOaK

COME

TO BELEN, M. M.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

Tte

Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

K00s00

KKOS0
Railway Center

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND 80UTH.

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THB CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN
HOTEL AND A GOOD.
S,

The Belen Town and Im
provement Co.

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE IOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
WARRANTY DEEDS.
PURCHASE
S
MONEY CASH.
MAY REMAIN ON
NOTE, WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEAR, WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES, IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS,

,0HN BECKER, Pres.

K00000Os0K4KC 909090909

WM. M. BERBER,

Sec'y.
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I)1b lastncter
to promote the effi
ciency of it. This Instructor will be
Tor . F. K. Kill", iroinnonisi, wno
comes from the east bearing an en
viable record In the way or navtng
been connected with Important musical organizations.
K. E. nooth. a ram'fhnmn. has sword
out warrants charging three Juvenile
TRAINS.
OF
ARRIVAL
with "swiping
alleged
offenders
honey from his nee nives and ine
Following I lie 2:30 oVlook report esse
will be heard in JiKige ithw- on la coming pasRenger 'rains.
ford's
court at 9:30 tomorrow niora- m.
10
p.
nt.
9:
No. 8.

Advance Guard of Christmas Gifts

Shoes for Dress or Work
Men's Felt or Leather Slippers
Women's Shoes for house or street wear
Women's Dress Slippers
Women's House Slippers
Shoes for Boys and Girls

75 to

2.00

to

5.00

1.50 to

3.50

60 to

1.50

to

2.50

1.50

1.00

Believe Us

PERSONAL

We can save you money

betore

Do It Today

yesterday's arrivals.
Valentine Horliort left here last
night for California wher he will
sxnd the winter months.
J. P. Connelly, a well kuown farmer of Peralta, Valencia county. Is
'in the city on business.
N. H. Andrews, formerly of
has accepted a position
with I,. O. Kosenfbld.
A. M. Mnlvaney arrived last nljiht
from Winslow to transact business
with Albuqut rque merchants.
P. M. Sandoval, who spent tho past
Alejandro
week visiting his uncle.
Sradoval at Corrales, has returned to
the city.
Hon. H. II. Holt, district attorney
for the Fifth judicial district, passed
through the city this morning vn
route to Santa Fe.
President U. Tluppe announces thai
the next meeting of the territorial
lioard of pharmacy wl" be held at
Santa Fe next March.
C. A. Gobs, district manag'T for the
Singer Sewing Machine company, re- turned yesterday from a business
trip to Socorro and Magdalena.
Mrs. Rolert Newell left this morning for tier home at Mareeilles, III..
afUr a pleasant visit, in the city with
Rev. and Mrs. John Barron.'
The .entire rainfall for the month, of
November was only about one Inch
while one and a half Inches fell
Saturday, Sunday and Monday of this
month.
There will be a regular eomnmnlca
tion of Temple Albert Lodge No. ti, A
F. and A. M, this evening, ut 7:3.
Work In the F. C. degree. By order of
the VV. M., J. C. Ferger, recorder
Regular service at Temple Albert
Friday evening at 7:45. "What Have
We To IX With Death?" is th subject of Dr. Kapl.in's sermon. K very-bod-

BRIGHAM

The Holidays are rapidly approaching. None realize this fact more
we, and anticipating a reiwtitioa of the gratifying patronage
accorded us last holidays, we have purchased the finest line of Rich
Cut Glass, Hand Decorated China and Sterling Silver Ware, la addi-it Ion to our usual lines ever known .In this cUy. The goods are on
display in our salesroom, South Second Street, and we cordially invite
your early inspection. Special attention paid to mail inquiries.

than do

d

The

Co.

Hickox-Maynar- d

New Mexico's
Bond

In

Leading

Your Wmtcho

THE ARCH FRONT.

i

Jewelers

tor Roomlrm
SOUTH

ALBUQUERQUE

SECOND

HARDWARE

STREET.

GO.

Fourth and Raifroad Avenue

j

i

Successor to
F. F. TROTTER,
and 12j South Second street.

FOR

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS
SEE OUR LINE OF

property at Lincoln, Kansas, and to
make Albuquerque her :ernianent
residence
Captaint Fred Fornoff of the New
Mexico mounted police, who was in
Albuquerque yesterday, has departed
for Socorro to attend the trial of Car-le- s
Sals ami Hlisto Valles, the two
natives v. Iio have confessed the kill
ing of John Billingslea and William
McLaughlin, two prospectors
whom
they treacherously decoyed away from
their camp and hot.
Mrs. Kenyon Bishop, of New York
cliy. sister of Col. 11. II. Tllton, de
ceased, arrived on the limited from
The
the east yesterday afternoon.
bereaved sister found it absolutely
Impossible to get here In time to at
tend the funeral. Mrs. lllshon will
remain some time and will materially
u!d Mrs. Til'on in settling up the es
tate of the
Mr. and Mrs. VV. S. Strickler am:
.son. Within, who visited San Fran
cisco and Los Angeles, Cal., the lat
ter part of November, where on the
28th ult.'. they attended the marriage
of their niece. Miss Mary Marrlner, to
Lieut. Wallace Bertholf, returned
home on thes delayed No. 8 passenger
train from the west last night. After
the wedding they visited Los Angeles a few days. The trip was much
enjoyed.

Brotherhood of St. Paul! Attention.
Initiation of members Friday evening, December 7. All members tirgoel
to attend. Baaquet after ceremonies.
V. .McCi'llum, president.
The .Albuquerque Junk company
500 South Second street, pays cash
for old furniture, old clothing, iron,
brass, eorper, zinc rubber paper rags,
bottles,' etc. Ia fact, all kinds of second hand goods and Junk. Send us
postal. Wi.l call. Everything
has a
value. Old buildings, machinery, bugIs welcome.
At I.oa Corrales, last Sunday, tin gies, wagons, etc., bought for highest.
regular republicans, lead by Alejan c:uih price.
dro Sandoval, held a meeting, and
Long Tennessee Fight.i
nominated Hlgnio Cordova for justice
For twenty years W. L. Rawls ef
of the pejee, anil Juan C. i.ojiez for Bells. Tenn.," fought nasal catarrh. He
g constable.
writes: "The swelling and noreaess
Charles K. Dasnette, outis' agent inside tny nose was fearful, till I
for the southwestern Indians, left for began applying 13ucklen'
Arnica
1 Washington last night. Wiiilo there
Salve to the sore surface; this caused
he will transact IiiihIiuks relating to the Koicaess and swelling to ellsap-pea- r.
his specialty wilh the department of
never to return. Best salve In
liuiaa u flair.-- .
existence. 25c at all druggists.
morning
L. N. Shaw arrived this
On Saturday,
December. 22d, the
from an extended trip to Mexico. After a short visit here to his brother, lad es of the Presbyterian church. In
Arthur Shaw, he will go dowa into the the church parlors, will have home
Mogollon country, where he has some cooking for sale, including plum pudding and fruit cake. Also serve hot
mining claims.
waffles and maple syrup, from
Watson Downs is in the city from coffee,
3 until S o'clck.
Miniver visiting his many Alhururiit
friends. Mr. Downs is still in the
INTERNATIONAL WORM POW-DErailway mail service, which became
IN
WORMS
DESTROYS
his vocatioa before leaving 'here three HORSES AND COWS. FEED WILL
years
DO AN ANIMAL LITTLE GOOD IF
!. S. Hosenwald and wife left last HE IS FULL OF WORMS.
night for Silver City aad FJ Paso. Mr.
E. W. FEE,
Itosenwald will attend to some busiS. FIRST ST.
ness matter In Silver City, while Mrs
Com p. Syrup of Eucalyptus,
for
itosenwald visits with her mother in
coughs, colds, bronchitis, price 5c. At
El Paso.
The members of the Koyal Male Ruppt's.
Quartet, which will entertain at the
We can furnish you the. Christmas
Congregational church this evening, stockings
most pracH8 well aa
arrived on the California limited this tical gifts to fill them the
with. A pair of
afternooa and took quarters at. Sur- dainty sUpixrs or ehoes will give
ges' European hotel.
more satisfaction to loth giver ami
The funeral of the late Mrs. A. receiver than anything else. When,
Fleischer will be held at the family out shopping pay us a visit and you
residence, on West Tljera avenue to- will find suitable presents for the
morrow afternoon at 2 oclock. Rabbi whole family and for all your friends.
J. H. Kaplan will officiate. Frieads C. May's shoe, store, 314 West Railof the family are Invited to attend.
road avenue.
Henry WestFrfeUl and George K.
GRAND CONCERT.
Neber were out quail hunting yesterPresbyterian church, December 11.
day along the foothills of the Sandia
fl mountains. They returaed to the city Admission 25 cents.
late In the afternoon, and supplied
ALL THIS WEEK
a number of friends with quails for
AUNT JEMIMA'S PAN CAKE FLOUR
supper.-

tailors whose productions are but equal to H. S. & M.
Slip into one of our H. S. &
M. young men's suits and note
the quick friendship that springs
up between you and the suit.
It hangs gracefully, fits most
comfortably, is fashioned correctly, and the pattern looks
and is distinctive and full of

high-co-

Lindemann,

Learnard

'

T. Y. MAYNARD

of a young
man's career will lead to sure
fortune. Sometimes economy
comes hard, sometimes easy.
The H. S. & M. Clothes habit
is an easy economy, for it gives
you what is cleverest in styling,
best in quality and tailoring, at
half the price demanded by

at

'

purchased at F. K. Trotter's
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This is because we always procure toe best manufactured,
we flfld out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee tbem.

GEO. W. HICKOX.

Economy practiced at
RIGHTbeginning

TODAY

your

When

118

In the purchase of a Piano

Territorv.

SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.

ftos.

ECONOMY

NOW
We Carry the Largest

Ilickox-Maynard'-

C M.

AN EASY

Capt S A. McMnrray, who repre
No. 1. nl 11 p. i".
Stock
Reeond sertion of No. 1, at 11 p. ni. sents in the southwest a well known
esKy..
liquor
wholesale
Iul8vllle,
aEver
m.
New
of
Pianos
Shown
2
No. 7, at
tablishment, is here on oae of his
No. P, at 2 a. ni.
usufil trips. The captain has a good in This
Forest I'arkor. who was m Melon trade among the local wholesale and SECOND HAND Pianos
to I ho city thl3 retail liquor merchants.
on business.-returneown prices almost.
morning.
Judge A. I. Abbott, attorney for the
Hon. Solomon I. una curt wile arc Pueblo Indiiins of New Mexico, retura
SEE US
you buy
ed to Sar.ta Fe tills morning. Judge
registered at the Alvnrnilo.
Miss llertlia Ruiz is in the rily from A IiIhii t was here for the purpose of
looking iti' ' a suit In equity to deterHelen vlttitliifi nnl shoppine.
mine lir 1''" of certain lands in the
Miss Otero, of Santa Fe, la in tu
vicinity of HI Rito, Valencia county.
city, the guest f Mrs. N'eill It. Field.
mother of
Mrs F. W. Stubbs,
returned
Chaves
&
Mies Toiiiafinii
George W. Stubbs of this city, arrived
a
to
visit
from
niurni-home UiIh
s
here
last nkiit. After several months
206 W. Gold Aveone
1900
friends at Socorro.
spent - triveling In California, Ore- Established
Kempel.h. the will gon anil Kf.isas, Mrs. Stubbs has
Max Paul
'known Peralta merchant was one of finally
to dispose of her
j

1906

.

iDg.

No.
on tlne.
First section of

to $4.00

1.75

Men'

THURSDAY, DECEMBER f,

LOCAL AND

4

Shoes and Slippers make the most desirable Christmas Presents. They make more than up in sense for
what they lack in sentimeut. And after all the gift
that can be put to practical use is the one that is most
highly appreciated. We have the right kind of footwear at the right price and we want to get your
Christmas trade.

H
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COAL

Genuine American Block per ton $6.50
Cerrillos Lump
6.50
Anthracite Nut
8.50
9.00
Anthracite Mixed
Anthracite, stove and furnace
9.50
sizes
6.00
Clean Gas Coke

character.

Suits $10 to $30

WOOD

Green Mill wood, per load
Dry Mill wood, per load
Factory wood, per load

IV.

st

$2.25
2.75
3.00

...SIMON STERN...

H. HAHN & CO.
Both Phones.

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

THE CASA DE ORO.
BEST ROOMS, BEST MEALS, BEST
PRICES. BEST CROWD.
613 WEST GOLD AVE.

NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

Between Railroad and Copper Ave.

AIR BLAST AND ROUND OAK

STEEL RANGES &

UP-TO-DA- TE

1

OIL HEMTERS

CARVING SETS, ENAMELED SAVORY ROASTERS, TABLE
CUTLERY, ALL CLASSES COOKING UTENSILS, CROCKERY,
HORSE BLANKETS, HARNESS, WINONA WAGONS. TIN
SHOP IN CONNECTION. STOVES SET UP.

9

43

WHIIYfMEY CO
Whnlpsa1ft and Retail

HARDWAR

'

Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves, FittingsSteam and Water

602-60-

FINE CHINA
CUT GLASS CHAFING DISHES
BAKING DISHES CARVING SETS
SILVER PLATED WARE
FOOD CHOPPERS
FINE CUTLERY

ALBUQUERQUE

HARDWARE

GO.

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

Stoves.t Ranpes
o and Granite Iron Ware.
Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon Wood Stock, Blacksmith Supplies.

Mail Orders Solicited

0

Btroot
rirttrr.

Albuquerque, New Mexico

1 1 7. Mouth
401, 403, North rirst

113, 113.
i3

ESS

2 IB PACKAGES,
10c
ONLY
Mrs. George Lois,
of Lawrence, OLD TIMES PURE BUCKWHEAT
Kan., daughter of Governor Edmiiad
FLOUR MILLED
BY BLOD-GETRoss, with her children. Miss Kate
MILLING CO., JANES-VILLand Gtorge K., are guests of the Ross
WIS., 5 LBS. for
25c
family here. It is their intention to OLD TIMES
RISING
SELF

THE

ERITT

SuppliesHose and Belting.

T

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.

Diamonds, Watciea, Jewelry, Cat Glass, ClocU, 8ilverware.
your trade and sus.rs.nte A SQUARE DEAL.

E

i

We invite

t MalhiBMlllMiMtMl
r

winter 4n Albuquerque and 011 the Pa
BUCKWHEAT:
ct tic coast..
TWO
25c
PKGS.'
35c
musically inclined THREE 2 LB PKGS
A number of
GROCERY
CASH
young men in the employ of the Am- ALBUQUERQUE
COMPANY.
erican Lumber company have? decided
315 MARBLE AVE.
to organize a band and to employ an
TuiU t sets of all kinds, liest grade.
UeaMiuablo prices. At Hiippe's.
WHEAT

NATIVE

GOOD

u?imtt

FOR

POULTRY.
602-60-

E. W. FEE.
S. FIRST ST.

4

Which

m

4

FEE'S

PEERLESS HOME-MADCANDIES,
AT WALTON'S DRUG
STORE.

FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE.
TON'S DRUG STORE.

DR. J. E. KRAFT, FORMERLY LOCATED IN THE GRANT BUILDING,
HAS REMOVED TO ROOMS 2 AND
3. BARNETT
BUILDING
OVER
O'REILLY'S DRUG STORE.

Stetson Special
$5.00-DERBY-$-

5.00

The lightest, most durable hat on the market
The holiday block just out is now displayed by us.
K. L.

Washpurn

WAL-

MR

Co.

S. M. C. WILSON

... DKALKR

M

...

Fancy Dry Goods
W. Gold Aveaue

ALBUQUERQUE,

h.

M.

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
AT THE
$--

4

.f..f.

.. 4it

COLOMBO

HALL

Admission

50c

DANCIKG SCHOOL
Ladies Free

....

i

Which

Which

ll'an-

h1'',"etang,
f--

wit.t!

the tnio
rtavor of the bvsi the Soulshiiit kind
or
flat!y. fcltmy. bruised, white ovKtrti.
tJian Male, water
tasting of l'u' t
tho tub kind.
:inl preservatives
1ure wh,te enamel suxMit.h
a caii0
clr.an nd whole.some, scaled aad im- bedded iu ics in a Sralshipt
r
tub. sogy with stale Juice
a
and Impure water, with a loose cover
and :ia odor of formaldehyde?
,a 14 Vir' a PP'-- ' t yu
'h 1orv
Hilatab!e, Eitiiing and sanitary

Sealshipt Oysters or the Tub Kind?

Btmmplng Bono to Order
IH

-

trh.

a ltlirate

Seals hpt Oysters Fresh Dally

49

O

